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Preface

To survey a historical period or a society by narrating a tale of the rise
and decline of one or two cities is a well-proven rhetorical device. It
has actually become a “biographical” genre both in fiction and in non-
fiction. More than any other kind of human settlement, cities, with
their critical mass, their comparatively free atmosphere, their multieth-
nic populations, and also their often exploitive nature, provide a wide
choice of subthemes for approaching the history of human society.
Fernand Braudel structured his epic study of capitalism by following its
rise via a succession of port cities—Venice, Genoa, Antwerp, Amster-
dam, and ultimately London, where the modern world system took off.

Shortly after I had been invited to teach Dutch colonial history and
Indonesian history as Erasmus Lecturer at Harvard University in
2005–2006, Wilt Idema, then director of the Fairbank Center for East
Asian Research, kindly suggested that I should deliver the Reischauer
Lectures during my stay in Cambridge. Having no idea what kind of
audience I would be talking to, I somewhat recklessly decided to put
off choosing a subject until I had crossed the great pond. It was actually
Rod MacFarquhar, who in the meantime had taken over the reins of
the Fairbank Center, who suggested that, given my Leiden academic
background, I should talk about cross-cultural encounters in early
modern East Asia. Because I had been involved in source-publication
projects about Batavia, Nagasaki, and Canton, I wondered whether it



would not be fun to get some mileage out of the useful but admittedly
thankless task of editing such publications by comparing the trajecto-
ries of this urban trio toward the end of the early modern period.
These port cities were connected not only by their trading links across
the South China Sea but also by the fact that they were affected in one
way or another by the global transformations of the late eighteenth
century. Different cultural backgrounds notwithstanding, all three
happened to harbor Dutch and Fujianese expatriate communities.

Thanks to the diaries of Dutch East India Company servants who
were resident in the three ports, we are comparatively well informed
about daily life there. Curiously enough, no one has used this material
before to draw comparisons and point out the similarities or differ-
ences between these emporiums, which operated as the windows on
the world for Qing China, Tokugawa Japan, and Dutch-controlled
Java. When additional research reminded me that American seafarers
began frequenting the three cities in the last decades of the eighteenth
century, the decision was readily made to address the ups and downs of
these three China Sea ports during the rather chaotic and interesting
period at the end of the 1700s. I found in the Peabody Essex Museum
of Salem, Massachusetts, a surprisingly rich supply of historical visual
material with which to illustrate my lectures.

Planning a marathon of three successive lectures forces one to come
up with a balanced and well-timed menu in order to feed the audience
with information in easily digestible chunks. I attempted to reach that
goal by shamelessly copying the “Braudelian” feast—whetting the ap-
petite with a taste of the long-term perspective, serving a main course
of conjunctural developments, and finishing with the faits et gestes of in-
dividuals as the refreshing dessert. That schema has been preserved in
this volume. The first chapter provides the broad outlines of the devel-
opments in the China Sea after China, Japan, and the Indonesian Ar-
chipelago witnessed epochal regime changes in the early seventeenth
century. In the second chapter, the diverging trajectories of the three
ports are followed through the eighteenth century, and in the final
chapter I take the liberty of following the adventures of several colorful
individuals who portray different characteristics of the era in which
they lived.

With its unique library facilities and vibrant intellectual life, Harvard
University offers unequalled opportunities for research and teaching.
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My wife, Madelon, and I were privileged to be given the opportunity to
teach in a back-to-back appointment in the History Department and
thus to connect with the department’s students and staff. That feeling
of being a full member of the group was reinforced by our stay in Ad-
ams House. We gratefully remember the hospitality of Sean and Judith
Palfrey at that wonderful establishment, which, thanks to the mysteri-
ous powers of its inhabitants and its able staff, stands apart as the most
artistic house, with the most exotic habitués (Norman Shapiro and Yon
Lee), and the best kitchen at Harvard. When our university ID cards
expired on 30 June 2006, giving us that tactful but unmistakable nudge
to return home, we were already prepared to go, because once the stu-
dents had left at the end of the term, the soul of the house had seem-
ingly gone on vacation too.

This is not the place to mention the names of all the friends we made
during our stay, but I would like to thank the following people for the
help they gave in one way or another while I was preparing these
lectures: Rod MacFarquhar and Ron Suleski of the Fairbank Center;
Holly Angel of the Asia Center; Peter Bol, Wilt and Eveline Idema,
and Kuriyama Shigehisa of the Harvard-Yenching Institute; David
Armitage, Bernard Bailyn, Philip Kuhn, and Joyce Chaplin of the His-
tory Department; and the staff members of Robinson Hall and the
Widener and Harvard-Yenching libraries.

Arnout van der Meer and Cynthia Viallé helped me with collecting
the more than one hundred beautiful color pictures that I showed dur-
ing the talks, of which only a few are represented, in black and white, in
this book. Matsukata Fuyuko and Haneda Masashi of Tokyo University
sent the latest Japanese materials, and Dan Finamore, the late Jacques
Downs, H. A. Crosby Forbes, and Frederic Delano Grant, Jr., shared
with me their extensive knowledge about Canton. Felipe Fernández-
Armesto, Eric Tagliacozzo, and Daniel Botsman gracefully commented
on the three talks. Maritime historian and longtime friend Lincoln
Paine went to great lengths to turn my “double Dutch” into decent
English.

Finally I would like to thank Frans Spaepen, Peter Bol, and Wilt
Idema of the board of the Erasmus Foundation, and Andrew Gordon,
chairman of the Harvard History Department, for inviting us to and
hosting us in Cambridge. May this book serve as a happy memento of
what was a very rewarding experience for both Madelon and me.
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T 1
Three Windows of Opportunity

Navigare necesse est.

In the introduction to Utopia, which he dedicated to his learned friend
Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam, Thomas More tells where and when
he was inspired to write his philosophical romance. In 1516, when
More was sent as an envoy to Flanders “to solve some differences of
no small consequence in the English wool trade,” he visited Antwerp.
In that Flemish port city he was introduced to a certain Raphael
Hythloday, “who seemed past the flower of his age; his face was tanned,
he had a long beard, and his cloak was hanging carelessly about him, so
that by his looks and habit I concluded he was a seaman.” It turned out,
however, that the weather-beaten man was a philosopher from Portu-
gal who had accompanied Amerigo Vespucci on his explorations to the
fabled new continent. A few days later More invited this globetrotter to
the house of a friend with whom he was lodging, and after an exchange
of civilities the three men sat down on a bench in the garden and
started to discourse about the different customs and laws of European
nations, and of those across the ocean. At the end of the afternoon
More and his host were so enthralled by the wisdom and cosmopolitan
knowledge of their visitor that they asked him to tell them after dinner
all about the island called Utopia, “the best state of the common-
wealth,” which he had visited somewhere off the coast of the newly dis-
covered American continent.1

It is not a coincidence that More situated his putative encounter with
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the narrator of Utopia in Antwerp. In the sixteenth century strangers
from all points of the compass came to sell their goods at the famous
bourse in that city’s commercial center. Trade was the bride around
whom everyone danced in Flanders. In Europe’s port cities, policies
that favored and facilitated commerce found their expression in partic-
ular customs and institutions accepted by all those who traded their
wares. Commercial towns along the land and sea routes were indeed
the places where life was most cosmopolitan, where travelers from far
away met to exchange their goods and gossip. Port cities, situated by
the estuaries of rivers that reached inland like veins of ore into mineral-
rich rocks, were treasure troves for those who were curious about the
overseas world.

In Italo Calvino’s novel Invisible Cities, the narrator Marco Polo,
squatting on a carpet at the feet of the great Kublai Khan in the impe-
rial gardens of Cambaluc, tells his host a succession of tales about the
myriad forms of city life in his extensive empire, but, as the reader
gradually realizes, the serial story is a melancholic variation on one
theme: Messer Millioni’s longing for his native town, faraway Venice.2

Kublai Khan knew that he would never be able to visit the cities on the
edge of his empire, but enticed by the Venetian merchant’s tales, every
evening he asked for the story of another town about which to dream.

In later years, scores of artists would make the City of the Doges
probably the most portrayed port city of Europe. Even if northern Eu-
rope’s kings did not all have a Venetian storyteller at their court, they
must have possessed at least a few Canaletto paintings to hang on
the palace walls and gaze at dreamily. Nowadays the enterprising tour-
ist, a Lonely Planet guide in his pocket, can reach any exotic destina-
tion in the world within twenty-four hours, or if he is a lazy arm-
chair traveler he can enjoy them by watching Discovery Channel on
television. The romance of world travel has been turned into instant-
consumption fare.

In this book, I would like to invite you to travel back in time to
visit three famous Asian port cities of yore: Batavia (Jakarta), Canton
(Guangzhou), and Nagasaki, a journey that used to take European trav-
elers at least six to eight months. In the days of sail these three emporia
fired the imaginations of sailors and writers alike because of their ex-
traordinary appearance and exotic attractions. Each has left a prodi-
gious legacy of archival material and pictures, which will enable me to
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act as your guide without having to fantasize too much about them.3 I
call Batavia, Canton, and Nagasaki “visible cities” because no other cit-
ies in eighteenth-century Asia were portrayed (and possibly even writ-
ten about) as often as these ports, where East and West met in strik-
ingly different but also similar ways. But before we embark on our real
and imagined Bildungsreise, let me explain why I singled out these three
early modern markets as the topic for the Reischauer Lectures.

The most obvious and immediate reason was the academic institu-
tion where I was to deliver the lectures, Harvard University, the alma
mater of John King Fairbank and Edwin O. Reischauer. Those two in-
tellectual giants provided for me, as for so many students of my genera-
tion, the gateway to the histories of China and Japan, traditional em-
pires that, challenged by the West, developed in their own ways into
the distinct world powers they are today. Reischauer and Fairbank’s
The Great Tradition and East Asia: The Modern Transformation formed
the alpha and the omega of my undergraduate work at Leiden Univer-
sity, where every sinologist-to-be also had to learn about Japan.4 Apart
from his organizational genius, John King Fairbank is best remem-
bered for his pioneering work on the treaty port system, Trade and Di-
plomacy on the China Coast: The Opening of the Treaty Ports 1842–1854. It
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Canton in the second half of the seventeenth century. From Johan Nieuhof, Het
gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische Compagnie, aan den grooten Tartarischen
Cham, den tegenwoordigen Keizer van China (Amsterdam, 1665).
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is often forgotten that the Japan scholar Edwin O. Reischauer also
liked to teach and write about ancient China and its maritime frontier.
In one book that is particularly dear to me, the two fields fade into each
other: Reischauer’s Ennin’s Travels narrates the harrowing adventures at
sea of a Japanese monk in search of the Buddhist scriptures in China of
the Tang dynasty.5 So it would be fair to say that both scholars had
some salt on their lips, and as it was the Fairbank Center that invited
me to deliver the Reischauer Lectures, it was only fitting that my talks
had to do with maritime matters.

The Maritime Sphere

The history of the maritime world of Monsoon Asia is a subject that in
recent years has been somewhat neglected by scholars at Harvard Uni-
versity. Contemporary Japan and China’s relations with Southeast Asia
also do not seem to stir a particular interest among the political scien-
tists of the Fairbank and Reischauer Centers. By focusing on two ports
in the Far East and one in Southeast Asia, I hope to suggest that knowl-
edge of China’s and Japan’s traditional relationships with the maritime
sphere is crucial to our understanding of the global implications of
Chinese and Japanese history in early modern—and contemporary—
times. Indeed, if China and Japan contest each other’s strategic and
economic influence anywhere in the world, it is in the China Seas re-
gion, where both superpowers are vying for regional precedence.

The South China Sea became the starting point of the maritime
“Silk Road” of the Indian Ocean more than a millennium ago, but it
was not until the eighteenth century, when its port cities were directly
connected with those in Europe, Africa, and America, that it turned
into a crossroads for the global maritime trade. In the same way that
Ayutthaya, Manila, and Pusan served in early modern times the politi-
cal economies of Siam, Spanish-ruled Luzon, and Korea, the port cities
of Batavia, Canton, and Nagasaki served as gateways to large portions
of Java, China, and Japan. What makes these three ports particularly
interesting to the historian is that they served not only as destinations
in China’s overseas trading network but also as nodes in the network
of the largest Western trading power in the region, the Dutch East
India Company, or Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (VOC).6 In
all three markets, VOC personnel stationed at trading factories kept
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diaries or wrote reports about the local situation, and their writings
about port life are unequalled in detail and volume by any other con-
temporary source materials.7 As a result, we are provided with abun-
dant archival sources that thus far have been tapped only sparingly.8

Situated on the Pearl River, Guangzhou has served for almost two
millennia as the maritime gateway to the Chinese empire. In the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries Canton, as it was then known in the
West, became, together with its satellite Macao, the port of call for for-
eign merchants in the huge Qing empire.

Nagasaki, the port officially designated by the shogunal regime of
Tokugawa Japan, famous for its strict border laws and its angst about
keeping its own identity, played host for more than two hundred years
to Chinese and Dutch merchants who, to the exclusion of all others,
were allowed to trade on two small, man-made islands in the Bay of
Nagasaki.

Batavia, designated as the rendezvous point for the ships of the Dutch
East India Company’s trading empire, lived by the grace of maritime
trade. Ideally located near the Sunda Strait, the thoroughfare between
Java and Sumatra that connects the Indian Ocean with the China Seas,
Batavia sat as a spider in its web. While Canton and Nagasaki were the
outlets of two more or less self-absorbed agrarian empires with rich but
in many ways also suppressed commercial traditions, Batavia was estab-
lished as the emporium of a vast maritime trading empire that fed on
the regional economies of Monsoon Asia and provided Europe with
Asian consumption goods for almost two centuries.

All three ports were relatively recent configurations in the millennia-
old monsoon trade: the Canton-Macao tandem dates from 1567, and
Nagasaki and Batavia were established as international ports of trade in
1571 and 1619, respectively. But the vicissitudes of Canton, Nagasaki,
and Batavia cannot be properly understood without referring to the
traditional Chinese world economy of which they were part, or to
which they were so closely connected. The economies of China’s south-
eastern coastal provinces, and in particular the business acumen of
the merchants from Fujian Province, directly or indirectly served as
the driving force for all trade in the China Seas. Fujianese merchants
formed the large majority in the Chinese communities in Batavia and
Nagasaki, and even the networks of Co-hong merchants, with whom
the foreigners had to deal in Canton, also hailed from Fujian Province.
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Last but not least, it was exactly in these three port towns that the
Chinese, Japanese, and Dutch welcomed the first American newcomers
to Asia in the 1780s and 1790s. The three decades that sit astride the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries formed in many respects a turning
point in the regional history of East Asia—as they did worldwide—and
that is why I have decided to let them mark the end of this study.

The Time Frame

In his book Origins of the Modern Chinese State, Philip Kuhn labeled the
1790s a period of crisis in China.9 A series of popular rebellions erupted
along the margins of the Chinese empire, in the frontiers of the west
and along the coastal borders of the south. The Yellow and the Yangzi
Rivers spilled out of their riverbeds, flooding extensive tracts of the
central regions of the empire. Less visible to the eye but no less percep-
tible was the impact of China’s enormous demographic expansion. In
the latter half of the eighteenth century the population more than dou-
bled, increasing from 140 to 300 million, causing such related phenom-
ena as regional famines, internal migration, and the tipping of the eco-
logical balance through deforestation. Finally, this period marked the
transition from the by then senile Qianlong Emperor and his corrupt
grand councilor, Heshen, to his successor, the Jiaqing Emperor, who,
the felicitous name of his reign period (Prosperous Age) notwithstand-
ing, faced the thankless task of clearing up the mess and, as it turned
out, the nigh-impossible task of restoring order to his chaotic domain.

In Japan we see similar phenomena: natural disasters such as the
eruption of Mount Asama in 1783 caused unprecedented rainstorms,
floods, and crop failures. The so-called Tenmei Famine lasted from
1782 to 1787. Peasant rebellions occurred all over the country, at a rate
of more than fifty per year. When Shogun Tokugawa Ieharu passed
away in 1786, a new, austere policy of frugality and moral redress was
introduced, which led to the further limitation of overseas trade.

In the Indonesian Archipelago the Dutch East India Company, which
saw its hegemony challenged by shifts in the nature of maritime trade
in Monsoon Asia, suffered tremendous financial losses owing to the
Fourth Anglo-Dutch War (1780–1784), when many of its ships were
seized by the enemy near the English Channel. When the Napoleonic
Wars broke off Dutch shipping connections with Asia at the end of the
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1790s, the VOC was declared bankrupt and its East Indiamen on the
Batavian roadstead were replaced by vessels under neutral flags, among
which the Stars and Stripes figured predominantly.

If we take a global view, this same juncture in time was a period
of crisis brought about by two simultaneous revolutions, the Indus-
trial Revolution and the French Revolution. In economic affairs, Adam
Smith presented a new paradigm of free enterprise and predicted the
end of mercantilism with its monopolies and chartered long-distance
companies like the VOC. A new age of information was in the making,
in which knowledge about and awareness of other great civilizations on
other continents were brought to everyone’s doorstep, if not to every-
one’s tea table, in western Europe.

Old regimes in Europe were swept away by the winds of political
change when revolutionary France invaded its neighbors, including the
Dutch Republic in 1795. In the early 1780s, Britain lost one empire in
the Western Hemisphere and started building a second one in Mon-
soon Asia. And while this was happening, pioneers and sailors from
the ever-expanding Russian empire and the newborn United States of
America set out on long treks and voyages, and reached for the eastern
rim of Asia.

Of course, these revolutionary changes worked out differently in
terms of the speed with which they had an impact on the world, de-
pending on place and circumstance. Around 1800 we witness significant
changes in the maritime trade in the China Seas, including the lapse of
almost two hundred years of Dutch control in the seas surrounding the
Indonesian Archipelago, and a spectacular rise in piracy and the num-
ber of interlopers seeking new corridors of trade.

As early as the 1780s new policies were formulated in the European
metropolis vis-à-vis overseas “possessions” in Asia. The relative politi-
cal independence of the chartered East India Companies as rulers of
trade in the East was checked by the home governments in London
and The Hague. Within Monsoon Asia itself the trade monopolies of
the East India Companies were challenged by the rise of local agency
houses and shipping companies. Members of the emerging industrial
entrepreneur class in England even persuaded their government to
send a royal envoy, the Earl Macartney, to the Manchu throne in 1783
with coffers full of British-made goods they hoped to sell to the land of
the 300 million customers.
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In short, the turn of the eighteenth into the nineteenth century was a
period of global transition and changing overseas entanglements to
which the regimes of China, Japan, and Java were forced to respond.
The control mechanisms that were worked out or refined in Canton
and Nagasaki probably give more insight into the mindsets of the Chi-
nese and Japanese empires—and, we might add, the changes in West-
ern thought and ambition—than any study of the center of those em-
pires would give us. Through the windows of Canton, Nagasaki, and
Batavia we can witness the advent of modernity.

Port Cities

Ports have continually captivated those engaged in historical research,
but ironically there is no satisfying definition for the concept of the
port city, even though historians have given these cities an important
role in global history.10 Fernand Braudel, for instance, pointed out the
particular role that a succession of port cities has played in the develop-
ment of the économie-monde, or the modern world system, as Immanuel
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Wallerstein has termed it.11 Almost twenty-five years ago, an Australian
team under the late Frank Broeze and Kenneth MacPherson started a
comparative research project on port cities around the Indian Ocean
and produced two interesting collections of essays, Brides of the Sea and
Gateways of Asia.12 They did not aspire to formulate big theory and de-
clared themselves quite happy should the case studies provide “build-
ing stones which individually and collectively may lead to a better
understanding of the development, functioning and the historical sig-
nificance of port cities throughout Asia, and ultimately throughout the
world.” This same kaleidoscopic vision underlies a Japanese research
program on port cities that recently produced three volumes of case
studies under the title Minatomachi no sekaishi (The World History of
Port Cities).13 Yet the subtitles of the trilogy—Minatomachi to kaikyoku
sekkai (Port Cities and Seascapes), Minato no topography (The Topogra-
phy of Port Cities), and finally Minato ni ikiru (Living, or Life, in Port
Cities)—suggest Braudelian inspiration because they vary from longue
durée perspectives to snapshots of daily life, le temps du monde.

My aim is more modest. I intend to discuss three port polities around
one seascape within a rather limited time frame. Taking the port towns
of Canton, Nagasaki, and Batavia as focal points of human activity
around the China Sea Basin, I will compare the radically different and
at the same time curiously dovetailing maritime polities of the Qing
empire, Tokugawa Japan, and the Dutch East India Company in the
second half of the eighteenth century. Before I do this, however, let us
look at the geographic features and the histoire structurale of the China
Sea region to see how during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries cer-
tain patterns of trade developed that would decide the settlement pat-
terns of the European newcomers to the area.

China’s Maritime Frontier

The China Sea region is often portrayed as an annex to the Indian
Ocean, to which it is directly connected by the Strait of Malacca and
the Sunda Strait.14 Hemmed in by the coast of the Asian continent to
the west and a string of volcanic islands on the eastern side, closed off
in the north by Japan and in the south by the Indonesian Archipelago,
the shape of the China Sea region reminds one of an hour glass, with
the Strait of Formosa forming its waist. So while the Indian Ocean is
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open to the east where it connects with the Pacific Ocean, the shallow,
land-locked China Sea is basically an inner sea, or a “Chinese Mediter-
ranean,” as it has occasionally been called.15 The lower part, the South
China Sea, comprising the whole region surrounded by the Philip-
pines, the Indonesian Archipelago, Indochina, and South China, is al-
most completely situated within the tropics, while the upper section,
the North or East China Sea, surrounded by China, Korea, Japan, and
the Ryukyu Archipelago, tends to have a more rugged climate.

In the old days of sail, all traffic in the China Seas was directed by the
predictable monsoon winds that blow alternately from the southwest
and northeast. This basically meant that Chinese junks setting out for
the southern sea—the Nanyang, or maritime Southeast Asia—would
weigh anchor around the lunar New Year and reach their destination
three or four weeks later, and then return after the change of the mon-
soon in early June. Unlike in the Indian Ocean where, depending on
the direction of the monsoon, many ports were inaccessible for months
on end, cabotage was feasible almost all year round in the South China
Sea, thanks to its indented coasts and myriad islands that offered shel-
ter and anchorage.

Navigation on the China Seas in the summer months from July to as
late as October was—and still is—a very risky operation, owing to the
typhoons that ravage the area with winds blowing at speeds of more
than sixty miles per hour. Skippers of Chinese junks returning home
from overseas destinations in the Nanyang would therefore make sure
to leave as early as possible in June so that they could make it home
safely before the typhoon season set in. All this of course also applied to
Western shipping in the area.

At the beginning of the sixteenth century, when they first encoun-
tered the Europeans in Asian waters, the Chinese fishermen and trad-
ers had been reconnoitering and sailing the South China Sea for almost
a millennium. They sailed along two corridors leading southward and
westward from China. The eastern trunk route ran via the Philip-
pine Islands in the direction of the Moluccas, or Spice Islands, while
the western route skirted the coast of South China and the island of
Hainan, crossed over to the coast of Vietnam, and then forked at the
coast of Cambodia, one route leading in a westerly direction into the
Gulf of Thailand, the other southward toward the Malay Peninsula and
from there onward along the coast of Sumatra to its terminus at Java.
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In addition to geographical considerations and their effect on mari-
time traffic in the China Sea region, man-made factors influenced the
patterns and rhythms of trade and set the China Sea region apart from
the Indian Ocean. These included the particular institutional restraints
that Chinese and Japanese imperial administrations exercised on over-
seas trade in the region. Although the impact of the so-called Chinese
tribute system, which from the Chinese point of view represented a
Chinese world order extending into maritime and mainland South-
east Asia, has been greatly overestimated, it cannot be denied that
the momentous changes of dynastic regimes and the subsequent state-
formation processes that occurred during the seventeenth century in
both China and Japan had an enormous impact on the China Sea trade.
At the beginning of the seventeenth century, just when the haijin, the
maritime prohibitions that forbade Chinese private merchants to sail to
overseas destinations, had lost their practical use in China, the Japanese
started to apply such prohibitions to secure their coastal borders, and
perfected their execution to a degree of which the Chinese could only
have dreamed.

The Limitations of the Official Mind

China’s seaside border and its overseas connections have been studied
by historians mainly from the viewpoint of the “official mind” of the
Chinese imperial administration. John King Fairbank’s work on the
tribute system is based on those foundations, and his students have
more or less followed in his wake—with the exception of John Wills,
perhaps, who in his more recent writings about Sino-Vietnamese rela-
tions admits the shortcomings of this approach.16 As a result we are
saddled with a very one-sided view of the past, largely built on pre-
sumptions about how affairs along the coastal border should be con-
ducted, according to the central government, instead of what they were
really like. The doyen of the study of early imperial China, Hans
Bielenstein, in his recent publication Diplomacy and Trade in the Chinese
World, 589–1276, reaches the same conclusion when he boldly states
that “a tributary system centered on China did not exist.”17

Little effort has been made so far to compare the imperial myth
(with its particular ideas about “how the imperial order should be ex-
tended to the surrounding peoples”) with the real situation along the
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maritime frontier. The central government was more concerned about
keeping its own “Han rascals” (hanjian) from mingling with (jieji) or
enticing (gouyin) barbarians than it was about the threat of barbar-
ian incursions, even along the northern border, which was perpetually
menaced by nomadic tribes. How persistent this attitude was can be
seen in the lively correspondence conducted by the Qianlong Emperor
during the visit of the Macartney mission to China. The emperor was
not particularly concerned about the conduct of the red-haired barbar-
ians—that could be taken care of with the time-honored ritual for deal-
ing with visiting vassals—but he dreaded that Chinese traitors might
conspire with the visitors and give them subversive ideas.18

Insufficient attention has been paid to the steadfast denial by the
court of the realities of an increasingly widespread “informal” Chinese
presence and influence in the Nanyang from the sixteenth century
onward. “Out of sight, out of mind” is an apt saying when it comes
to the problematic relationship between the imperial administration
and Chinese entrepreneurs in Monsoon Asia during the Ming and
Qing periods. Contrary to European expansion overseas, the Chinese
flag did not follow the trade, and as a result the importance of this
creeping overseas expansion and economic penetration, which adapted
itself to local conditions wherever it went, has been underestimated
and misunderstood in current scholarship. What bothered the Chi-
nese authorities from the beginning to the end was not the foreigners
themselves but the way in which foreigners might be taken advan-
tage of by their own subjects and as a result create problems along
the border.

It was not until the outbreak of the first Opium War in 1839 that the
Manchu government woke up to the real threat posed by the West.19

Until then, the imperial authorities had worried mainly about the un-
controlled exploits of their own subjects abroad, whom they labeled
as “pirates” and “unruly elements,” but not about the challenges that
European expansion might pose to the Chinese world order. Always
looking within, always concerned with such “internal security prob-
lems” as piracy and smuggling, they were simply unable to glean much
information about what was going on abroad because, in contrast to
the Tokugawa administration, they made no concerted effort to col-
lect such information. This is how, around 1800, a Chinese mandarin
explained why China’s elite was almost totally ignorant about the over-
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seas world at the end of the Qianlong reign (I quote him with much
abbreviation): “We have almost no references to overseas kingdoms,
because they do not pay tribute and have no intercourse with our cen-
tral kingdom . . . Our countrymen who trade abroad, merely think
about hunting after gain, and they have neither much knowledge of
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books, nor any inclination or ability to record what they have seen.
This constitutes a big problem.”20

Policies toward Chinese Overseas Trade

In two pioneering articles written fifty years ago, the Chinese historian
T’ien Ju-k’ang (Tian Rukang) was the first to draw attention to the im-
portance of the Chinese junk trade with Southeast Asia during the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries.21 Since then other historians have
paid serious attention to different aspects of this early modern ship-
ping network, thus gradually opening up new avenues of inquiry.22

This research shows that early modern Chinese overseas trade expan-
sion should be seen as resulting not from the tribute system of the im-
perial government, as many Sino-centric historians have maintained,
but rather from the commercialization of the local economy and extra-
village opportunities in the trade throughout China’s southeastern
coastal provinces.23

Before going further, let us look at the Chinese maritime trade net-
work to see how this transportation system developed into the driving
force that created and continued to shape overseas Chinese settlements
in Southeast Asia in early modern times. To do this we should first look
at the institutional background of China’s overseas trade relations.

Official Chinese sources handed down over the past thousand years
deal with metropolitan strategies toward the maritime frontier in a
highly stereotypical manner. They tend to explain how China’s rela-
tions with the overseas world were expressed in terms of the rituals
connected to overseas tributary relationships, or in security measures
applying to coastal defense, such as garrisons placed in strategic spots
and the imposition of maritime prohibitions. While the administrative
procedures for the reception of foreign traders in coastal cities re-
mained remarkably uniform through the ages, the policies of the Chi-
nese government toward its own subjects’ sailing to foreign destina-
tions were remarkably fickle. The tribute system that seemed ideal for
channeling the comings and goings of foreign envoys and merchants to
designated ports such as Guangzhou, Fuzhou, and Ningbo did not
function well at all vis-à-vis the indigenous Chinese traders, whom the
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imperial administrators regarded as interlopers and infringers on impe-
rial rule and order.

This situation became very clear when the Ming dynasty was estab-
lished in 1367 after more than a century of Mongol domination. To
gain full control over the border and do away with the Islamic traders
at the coast who, during the pax Mongolica, had basically run China’s
overseas trade from coastal port cities like Quanzhou in Fujian Prov-
ince—the well-known Zayton of Marco Polo—the first Ming ruler,
Zhu Yuanzhang (1368–1398), forbade all private Chinese trade with
foreign countries.24 From 1405 onward, the Yongle Emperor (1403–
1424), a usurper who desperately desired to establish his name and
fame, sent seven large fleets under Zheng He, the “three jewels eu-
nuch,” via Southeast Asia to the Indian Ocean. The Chinese ships vis-
ited no fewer than thirty-seven countries. May it suffice to state here
that as soon as overseas rulers, spurred by Zheng He’s expeditions,
started to send regular tribute missions to China, the Ming imperial
government saw fit to withdraw from its overseas ventures and again
reinforce the haijin maritime prohibitions for its own seafaring folk.
Under the motto Cun ban bu xia hai (Not even a little plank is allowed
to drift to the sea), stern warnings were issued forbidding Chinese pri-
vate traders to sail to overseas destinations. Thus the tribute system
that the early Ming emperors imposed on China’s neighbors, ostensi-
bly to achieve political stability by establishing proper relations be-
tween them and the Middle Kingdom, in effect prohibited their own
subjects from linking up with foreigners.25

Although the maritime trade ban was intended to stem the swarm-
ing forth of Chinese private shipping, it produced a contrary effect.
Defiant Chinese traders in the Malay Archipelago sought protection
from local rulers and continued their activities as before. They even
dressed up as “southern barbarians” and pretended to be tributaries
from afar. The Ryukyu connection is also of interest in this respect.
Fujianese families moved over to the island kingdom situated between
China and Japan and not only became the main transporters of goods
between China, Ryukyu, and Japan but also formed a link with South-
east Asia. Thus the interplay between legal (tributary) and outlawed
(private) ventures kept the Fujianese maritime tradition alive. The crews
sailing on tribute missions between Southeast Asia and Fujian basically
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remained “Chinese”: they changed only in attire and in the flag they
carried.26

Little effort has been made so far to dismantle imperial mythology
with its particular ideas about “how the imperial order should be ap-
plied to the surrounding peoples” in the maritime sphere. Official pol-
icy toward Chinese trading overseas swung wildly from one extreme to
the other, from the endorsement if not promotion of overseas trade
during the Southern Song and Yuan dynasties to its total prohibition
during the Ming dynasty. The widely divergent policies of the Ming
court underscore this point.

At first overseas private trade was strictly forbidden, in order for
the rulers to keep control over their own subjects and, of course, to
ensure that only the throne reaped the profits of foreign trade, and
only at designated gateways. In the long run, however, the court pol-
icy of monopolizing overseas trade through the tribute system turned
out to be counterproductive and inefficient. While foreign trade in
South China’s main tributary port of Canton decreased to a mere
trickle, there was a large-scale expansion of illicit overseas trade from
the province of Fujian. This illegal activity, together with the arrival of
the Portuguese, who were lured to China’s coasts by Chinese smug-
glers, gave rise to a wave of piracy along the China coast during the
1550s.

Toward the Lifting of Maritime Prohibitions

By the middle of the sixteenth century, roving bands of Japanese and
Chinese pirates, the wo kou, reigned in the East and South China Seas,
from Japan to Luzon in the northern Philippines. Illegal trade and pi-
racy networks spreading over the eastern seas had reached dramatic
proportions. Efforts to enforce the maritime ban intensified, but it was
observed that “the more strictly the prohibitions were enforced, the
more the piracy increased.” Consequently the Ming court was forced
to revise its maritime policies.27 The people of the southern coastal
provinces, especially in Fujian, which depended on maritime trade,
were desperate to have the trade legalized.

Thus in 1567 a two-tiered trade network with Southeast Asia, the so-
called Dongxi-yang, or Eastern and Western Ocean network, was of-
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ficially established for private traders from Fujian, the traditional home
province of China’s overseas traders.28 Under the new regulations, the
Fujianese were entitled to send out some 150 trading vessels along the
eastern and western coastal routes of the South China Sea to destina-
tions in the tropics at the start of each northern monsoon season. The
southern Fujian port of Haicheng in the Bay of Xiamen, which un-
der its former name, Yuegang, had been a smugglers’ lair, was des-
ignated as a terminus for these trunk routes. Yet the government made
it very clear that this outlet for Chinese shipping should remain off
limits for foreign shipping. At the same time, the southern province of
Guangdong kept its port on the Pearl River, Guangzhou, open as the
traditional gateway to foreign tributaries arriving from the Nanyang.
Ten years earlier local authorities had even allowed Portuguese mer-
chants to set up a trading beach on a small peninsula in the estuary of
the Pearl River, at Macao, from which they were allowed to trade in
designated seasons with the merchants from Guangzhou. Thereby a
pattern was created in which traders from Fujian Province were al-
lowed to sail overseas while Guangzhou was kept open for foreign trad-
ers coming to China.

The Arrival of the Europeans

In one way or another, the European maritime powers that moved into
the South China Sea at the end of the sixteenth century managed to
capture a share of the China Sea traffic and attempted to adjust to the
newly created transport situation: they either tried to sail to Guang-
zhou, as the Portuguese did, or they linked up to the Eastern Ocean
route, as the Spaniards did at Manila, or the Western Ocean route, as
the Dutch did at Batavia. Taking advantage of the embargo that the
Ming government had imposed on all Sino-Japanese contacts, the Por-
tuguese also opened a direct trading route between Macao and Japa-
nese ports on the island of Kyushu.

Before I turn to the arrival of the Dutch in East Asian waters, let
me summarize the operations of the first two European actors on the
scene. The Portuguese settled down close to the outer end of the
Xiyang, or western route, in the Strait of Malacca in 1511, and estab-
lished fixed trading posts on the China coast at Macao in 1557 and in
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Japan at Nagasaki in 1571. In this way they tried to gain control over
the main thoroughfare between the Indian Ocean and the South China
Sea and to tax the maritime traffic between the two. In addition, from
their bases at Macao and Nagasaki they monopolized the trade be-
tween a Chinese market in want of silver bullion from Japan to grease
its system of taxation, and a Japanese market that craved silks, porce-
lain, and other Chinese products.

The Spaniards situated themselves along the Dongyang, or eastern
route, by establishing their headquarters in Manila in 1571, and they
gave a further boost to the existing traffic by importing South Ameri-
can silver to the Philippines for the purchase of silk and porcelain from
Chinese traders there.

The Newcomer

The Dutch East India Company, or VOC, owing to the expansive
nature and inordinate scope of its activities in Asia, has sometimes
been characterized as the world’s first multinational company. It was
founded in 1602 in the midst of the Dutch Republic’s protracted war
for independence from the Spanish crown. The Dutch States-General
conferred on this long-distance company an extraordinary number of
privileges, including the rights to wage war and to conclude treaties
with “Oriental Princes and Potentates” east of the Cape of Good Hope.
With such powers at its disposal, the VOC became an effective offen-
sive weapon in the Dutch revolt against the crown of Spain and Por-
tugal.29

By the time the first Dutch ships arrived in Southeast Asia, in 1595,
the Chinese, Spanish, and Portuguese trading links had already been in
full operation in the area for thirty years. Another two decades passed
before the Dutch settled on an ideal location from which to direct their
trading activities in the Indian Ocean, the China Sea, and the seas of
the Indonesian Archipelago. This was Batavia, which Governor-Gen-
eral Jan Pietersz Coen, mastermind of the Dutch empire in the East,
situated quite consciously on the western edge of the island of Java near
the Sunda Strait, an important thoroughfare between the Indian Ocean
and the South China Sea. Built on the ruins of the former kingdom of
Jayakarta, which under the name of (Sunda) Kalapa already figured in
Chinese sources as a port of trade, the Dutch intended Batavia to be
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the terminus of the Chinese Xiyang route. For Coen there was no
doubt that Batavia would have to depend on Chinese trading networks
and Chinese manpower for its survival in the Indonesian Archipelago.
More important, he believed that the opening of the China market
held the key to any further success for the expansion of the VOC’s trad-
ing networks in Asia.

Emulating the trading networks of the Portuguese Estado da India,
the Dutch, who had far more ships, men, and financial resources, set
out to create a self-supporting trading network in Monsoon Asia that
would link the textile-producing regions in India with the spice-
producing Moluccan islands and the enormously profitable silver-for-
silk trade between China and Japan that was monopolized by the Por-
tuguese. As this agenda was linked directly to the Dutch struggle for
independence from the Spanish Habsburgs, a considerable amount of
fighting occurred in the China Sea between the Spaniards and the Por-
tuguese, on the one side, and the Dutch interlopers, on the other, until
the signing of the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648.

The “Red-Haired Barbarians” in the Far East

The struggle for the markets of China and Japan was no less protracted
and demanded constant adaptation and readjustment to local circum-
stances. The first VOC factory in Japan was established at Hirado in
1609 after a letter from the Dutch stadtholder Prince Maurice had se-
cured a personal pass from the shogun. The Dutch (and the English,
who followed a few years later) faced enormous competition. With
their bases in Macao and Nagasaki, the Portuguese had acquired an al-
most unassailable position in the China-Japan trade.30

In the early decades of its existence, the Tokugawa shogunate (1603–
1868) devised all kinds of stratagems to lessen its dependence on the
Portuguese monopoly. Because Japanese shipping was not allowed in
China, and Chinese vessels were still forbidden by the Ming imperial
government to sail for Japan, the only way for the Japanese to acquire
Chinese goods was to provide Japanese junks with shogunal passes, or
goshuin, so that they could sail to destinations in Southeast Asia and
there do business with Chinese traders. To this end, Japanese settle-
ments, or Nihon machi, were established on Formosa, in Manila, at Hôi
An and Tonkin on the Indo-Chinese coast, and in the capital of Siam,
Ayutthaya.
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The construction of a Dutch fortress at the entrance of the Bay
of Tayouan (Formosa) in 1624 soon led to such friction with visit-
ing Japanese traders that the Tokugawa bakufu declared a total em-
bargo on Dutch shipping to Japan between 1628 and 1633. After this
incident was resolved diplomatically, the directorate of the Dutch East
India Company came to the conclusion that total subservience by its
personnel in Japan to the local rules and customs was the only option, if
the Company wished to continue to trade in that proud empire:

Company officials . . . should above all be provided with modesty,
humility, politeness, and friendship, being always very obliging in
regard to the Japanese, so that their hearts shall in the end be won
over to us. Modesty consists of prudent behavior and circumspec-
tion in all transactions; Humility means that one shall never raise
jealousy with haughty actions towards this easily offended nation,
but will always behave oneself as the lower one in rank; Obedience
means that we should not resist their laws, without being too
timid, or too indulgent, always trying to maintain the Company’s
rights in a discrete manner.31

These rules of conduct—along the lines of “When in Japan, do as
the Japanese do”—became the guiding principle for all further action
in the years to come and would serve the Dutch well, as we soon
shall see.

Japan’s wide-ranging overseas mercantile expansion, which occurred
at exactly the same time that Dutch and English expansion in Southeast
Asia began, was suddenly interrupted by the intervention of the bakufu.
As part of his campaign to extirpate the Christian religion in Japan,
where it was seen as dangerous and subversive, Tokugawa Iemitsu pro-
mulgated a succession of maritime prohibitions, or kaikin, between
1633 and 1636, bringing overseas Japanese traffic to an end and forbid-
ding his (often Christian) subjects living abroad in the Nihon machi to
return to Japan. In their rivalry with the Portuguese to gain part of Ja-
pan’s foreign trade, the Calvinist Dutch only too gladly played up the
Japanese hatred for the Catholic mission.32 They assured their Japanese
hosts that they, too, were involved in a ferocious struggle against the
popish religion. As a matter of fact the Dutch East India Company pre-
sented itself to the shogunate as a nonthreatening alternative to the
Portuguese. The fervent wish of the Dutch to replace the Portuguese
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in the profitable China-Japan trade was fulfilled in 1639 when the Por-
tuguese were banished “forever” from Japan.

Yet when François Caron, head of the VOC’s Hirado factory, cau-
tiously inquired whether it would be a good idea for the Dutch stadt-
holder, Prince Frederik Hendrik of Orange, the “king of Holland,” to
send an ambassador to the shogunal court in Edo to buttress trade rela-
tions, the answer was clear. The shogunal authorities felt there was no
need: “Why should their ambassador come to express gratitude for the
fact that the Dutch Company’s merchants live and prosper in Japan?
Such business does not merit an ambassador. We only esteem kings and
potentates of substance, when they speak of royal business and not of
merchant business, when they request assistance in war or offer assis-
tance. Sending another ambassador will only result in trouble.”33 In
other words, real ambassadors spoke about royal matters and not about
trade. This response reflected the full submission of the Dutch mer-
chants to the state’s regulations.

The true test came in 1640 when the shogun issued a decree that the
Dutch warehouses in Hirado should be razed, and ordered the Dutch
to move to the small island of Deshima in the Bay of Nagasaki, where
the Portuguese had been living. The shogun had been informed that
the Hollanders had had the insolence to engrave a Christian date, Anno
Domini 1639, on the gable of their newly built storehouse. Upon re-
ceiving this order, Caron replied, “What His Majesty faithfully or-
dered, we shall punctually execute [kashikomatta!]” and promptly or-
dered the building to be demolished. The Japanese official who had
transmitted the order sighed with relief when he saw it immediately
obeyed and is reported to have said: “This spares us considerable trou-
ble and bloodshed.” He had actually received orders that the Holland-
ers in Hirado should be cut down to size at the least sign of resistance
to the shogun’s order.34

What was the direct effect of the implementation of these Japanese
maritime prohibitions? First of all, Japan’s diplomatic relations with
Korea to the west and Ryukyu in the south remained intact, thanks to
the mediating function of the daimyo of Tsushima and Satsuma. The
Dutch, seeing new business opportunities, dispatched vessels to over-
seas ports that held more or less sizable communities of Japanese expa-
triates now cut off from their mother country. VOC ships were sent to
Cambodia, Hôi An, and Tonkin to carry on the trade of the Japanese
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ships that had suddenly been interrupted. The same was true for the
trade with Siam and Formosa, on sea routes where Dutch and Japa-
nese merchant vessels had previously competed with each other. When
the Dutch conquered Portuguese-held Malacca in 1641 and thereby
gained control over the Strait of Malacca, the second thoroughfare be-
tween the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea, they became the
dominant Western maritime power in the region.

In China the cards were shuffled in a quite different manner. No
matter what they tried, the Dutch were unable to gain a foothold on
the Chinese shore and initially had to follow the Japanese example
and trade with the overseas merchants of the Chinese shipping net-
work in ports throughout the Indonesian Archipelago, Siam, Cambo-
dia, Hôi An, and Tonkin in Vietnam. Making no headway in this man-
ner, Governor-General Coen opted for more aggressive methods to
open the China market. In 1622 he dispatched a fleet of twelve ships to
lay siege to Macao and thus make himself master of the China trade at
Canton. When that gambit misfired, the Dutch built a base in the
Pescadores Archipelago, hoping that they could plug into China’s over-
seas trade from there. Instead, they were chased from the islands by a
large Chinese invasion force in 1624 and withdrew to nearby Tayouan,
where they built Zeelandia Castle, the second-largest Dutch fortress in
Asia. During the thirty-seven years that the VOC ruled on Formosa,
steadily extending its power over all of the island and bringing in large
numbers of Chinese to develop the local agriculture, the Company
grew into a regional power to be reckoned with, strategically situated,
as it were, between China, Japan, and the ports of the various polities
bordering on the South China Sea.

Angst over Imperial Overstretch

After forty years of intermittent struggle with the Portuguese, the Span-
iards, the English, the Javanese, the Chinese, and the populations of
the Spice Islands, it was time for the Dutch to draw up the balance
sheet. Having first obtained a monopoly in the Moluccan spice trade,
they had become engaged in nearly every important line of commerce
throughout Asian waters by the middle of the seventeenth century.
VOC merchants sent Indian textiles to the Indonesian Archipelago in
exchange for spices and forest products, which they shipped through-
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out Monsoon Asia. From Chinese traders at Tayouan they purchased
Chinese silk, which they sold for silver in Japan. Now that they had at-
tained mastery over both thoroughfares between the Indian Ocean and
the China Sea—the Sunda Strait and the Strait of Malacca—their posi-
tion in Eastern trade seemed almost unassailable.

In the early 1620s the Company’s directors, the Heren XVII, or
Gentlemen Seventeen, who knew that all expansion was achieved at
tremendous expense, were already cautioning the imperial strategist
Governor-General Jan Pietersz Coen that the Company should avoid
and excuse itself from costly warfare “if it is at all compatible with the
preservation and safety of our estate. No great attention should be paid
to the question of reputation or honor, which is often taken too seri-
ously: in our opinion (for we are merchants) he has the honor who
without doing injustice or violence has the profit.”35

In a letter written in September 1633 to one of Coen’s successors,
Hendrick Brouwer, they further expanded on this theme and argued:
“The best [way] is to submit to the laws of these Asian countries . . . we
deem it to be much better for us to be subject to the laws and customs
of those lands than to resort to arms, as long as it is tolerable and one
can still trade profitably there.”36 From the beginning to the end, the
managers and directors of the world’s most powerful trading company
were conscious of their limitations and afraid of imperial overstretch.

Confirmation for their concern was not long in coming. The pro-
mulgation of the kaikin edicts in 1636 had led to a veritable Dutch
commercial boom in Japan, and within a few years the Far Eastern
trade became “the principal trade in the Indies” for the Company,
which served Formosa and Japan with, in those early years, up to twenty-
two Dutch ships per year. As sole purveyors to the Japanese market, the
Dutch were even able to contribute to the emergence of a separate
“Japanese world order” alongside China’s. By providing plenty of Chi-
nese goods via Formosa, they softened the first blows of the kaikin
edicts on the import sector of Japan’s island economy and gave it time
to adjust to the policies of the bakufu and eventually to reach an au-
tarchic economic policy. Ironically, the Chinese trading partners of
the Dutch now saw that the coast was clear for them to share in this
booty, and they began to disregard the prohibitions of the Ming ad-
ministration, which was occupied fighting a fierce battle with the Man-
chus along the northern frontier. Shortly afterward, silk deliveries from
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China collapsed when civil war broke out in China and the Manchu in-
vasion reached the production areas in the Yangzi Delta. This forced
the Dutch to search frantically for other production zones that could
supply the insatiable Japanese. First they were able to purchase silk in
Tonkin, but soon they were sending their ships as far as Bengal. As a re-
sult, the VOC trade in the China Sea lost its closed-circuit character.

The Rise and Fall of the Zheng Empire, 1630–1680

In Chinese coastal waters the Dutch did not contribute to the stabiliza-
tion of foreign trade as they did in Japan. By creating a disturbance in
the maritime region, they were inevitably sucked up by the whirlwind
of China’s civil war, which raged for almost half of the seventeenth cen-
tury. The frequent attempts of the Dutch to force open the China mar-
ket, after they had established a stronghold on nearby Formosa in
1624, set in motion an unprecedented wave of smuggling and piratical
activity in Chinese coastal waters that was amplified when the Dutch
teamed up with Chinese smugglers along the Fujian coast.

Around 1628 one of the main allies of the Dutch, Zheng Zhilong,
broke away and entered into the service of the provincial authorities of
Fujian. Installed as a navy commander, he built up a sizable war fleet
and succeeded in driving the Dutch out of the coastal waters. None the
less, he worked out a modus vivendi with the Dutch on Formosa by
promising them Chinese silks, porcelain, and gold for their trade with
Japan, in exchange for silver and spices. In this way he gained firm con-
trol over all Chinese traffic with Formosa, even taking care of the
large-scale dispatching of Chinese craftsmen, hunters, farmhands, and
coolies to the Dutch-held island territory. By the early 1640s the Zheng
clan was sending junks to Japan and Southeast Asia, and it thereby
gained a virtual monopoly on southern China’s overseas trade. This ex-
traordinary, privileged position would not last long, however, because
of the collapse of the Ming court amid civil war and rebellions. In this
chaotic situation the Manchus finally saw their chance to cross the
Great Wall, seize the throne in Peking, and proclaim the new imperial
rule of the Qing dynasty in the summer of 1644.

A few years later, when Zheng Zhilong submitted to the newly estab-
lished Qing court, his son, Zheng Chenggong (better known in the
west as Koxinga), refused to follow his example and chose to remain
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loyal to the Ming court, which had fled to the south. Thanks to the
huge profits that could still be reaped from overseas trade, he was able
to recruit sufficient military strength to hold out against the Qing
troops. Zheng Chenggong’s main source of income was severely im-
paired, however, by a new ban on coastal and overseas trade issued
by the Qing government in 1656. In 1661 the coastal population of
China’s southeastern provinces was even forced to move inland over a
distance of thirty to fifty li—more than ten miles.

That same year, the Dutch were drawn into the Chinese civil war
themselves. Before then they had been backing both horses, sending an
embassy to the Manchu court in 1655 with a request to be admitted
to trade at Canton even as they continued to trade with the Zheng
faction in Fujian. Pressed by the advancing Manchu troops, Zheng
Chenggong crossed over from the Chinese mainland to Formosa in the
spring of 1661 and, after an eight-month-long siege, dislodged the
Dutch from their strongholds there. It goes without saying that the loss
of the Tayouan entrepôt in February 1662 wreaked havoc on the Dutch
China Sea trade, which now became wholly focused on Japan.

Soon after the Dutch surrender of Formosa, the Chinese warlord
started to plan a further expansion of his maritime kingdom to the
Spanish-held Philippines. But all those plans came to naught with his
sudden death in 1663. The Zheng clan held out on Formosa for twenty
more years, until this last retreat of the Ming dynasty was finally incor-
porated into the Qing empire in 1683.

Sweeping Changes in Chinese Maritime Policy

The half century of civil strife in China between 1630 and 1680 saw
the rise and fall of the Zheng maritime empire and, with that, first
the opening up and ultimately the reincorporation of China’s coastal
region. During this period the maritime trading networks of Fujian
Province created, under foreign overlords, sizable “Chinatowns” at
Nagasaki, Manila, and Batavia, and—most important—incorporated
Dutch-held Formosa into the Chinese world order. The picture that
emerges from this overall sketch of the China Sea trade in the seven-
teenth century is that it was much influenced by the policies of the
Tokugawa bakufu, which created niches into which the Zheng clan
from Fujian and the Dutch newcomers could step, to bridge the voids
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in the China Sea traffic. Paradoxically, notwithstanding their protracted
struggle against the Manchus, China’s southern coastal provinces do
not seem to have suffered during the war. On the contrary, when the
Ming loyalists in Fujian were denied coastal shipping to the neighbor-
ing provinces, they relied even more on the overseas corridors and
seem to have emerged with stronger links to their maritime environ-
ment than ever before.

During their thirty-year-long campaign against the southeastern
coastal regions, the Manchus had resorted to the old tricks of issuing
haijin and even evacuating the coastal population from the areas it con-
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trolled in order to isolate their adversaries. But when Formosa, the last
bulwark of Ming resistance, was finally conquered in 1683, the imperial
court felt free to rescind the maritime prohibitions and to reinstate a
policy that struck a balance between its own security considerations
and the southeastern coastal regions’ economic well-being, which had
to be preserved if piracy and smuggling were not to crop up again. The
central government had learned its lesson. Although the overseas trade
expansion that developed in the following decades basically followed in
the wake of the Eastern Ocean–Western Ocean network of the Ming
dynasty, it was no longer limited to Fujianese traders but open to pri-
vate traders from all southern coastal provinces who wanted to join the
scramble.

Here we should dwell a moment on the momentous decision of the
Kangxi Emperor in 1684 to lift the ban on Chinese private trade again,
under the motto Tongshang yumin (Prosperous people through trade).
In his recently completed doctoral thesis, Gang Zhao points out that
the Manchus, whose homeland bordered on the Mongolian steppes,
China, and Korea, had a long history of favoring overland trade
because of their reliance on the trade network in northwest Asia.37

Nurhaci, the founder of the Qing empire, was deeply involved in the
transnational trade with China and Korea. There can be no doubt that
the Kangxi Emperor also saw the obvious advantages for the imperial
treasury of a flourishing overseas trade.

The Great Leap Forward of the Nanhai Trade, 1684–1717

The upsurge in the overseas traffic of independent Chinese traders af-
ter the pacification of the seaboard in 1683 was larger than either
the Manchu authorities, who had lifted the maritime prohibitions, or
the neighboring countries to which the traders sailed could ever have
imagined. Batavia and Nagasaki were the first overseas ports to bear
the brunt of this veritable tsunami of suddenly released Chinese ship-
ping, although they dealt with it in two distinct ways.

Until the 1680s all attempts by the Dutch to establish regular trade
relations with China at Canton and other Chinese ports failed. They
had sent no fewer than three tributary missions to the Qing court in
Peking, all to no avail.38 Now, with every monsoon season, Batavia was
suddenly served by large fleets of ten junks or more, which brought
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ample supplies of Chinese merchandise. The Dutch were overjoyed,
for this spared them the trouble of sending their own ships to the
China coast, where they were subject to high tolls and exactions and
the whims of the local mandarins. They contented themselves with be-
ing supplied by the Chinese shipping network, an arrangement that
could lead only to more prosperity at the Batavian emporium. But
soon, confronted with the annual arrival of twenty junks carrying thou-
sands of traders and adventurers in search of work, the VOC authori-
ties in Batavia became a bit nervous, especially when the town’s Chi-
nese headmen complained that they no longer could handle the influx.
As a result, limits were imposed on the number of Chinese immigrants.39

In Japan, faced with the flood of Chinese merchandise into the mar-
ket, the shogunate took drastic measures and imposed quotas on the al-
most one hundred Chinese junks that collected at the Nagasaki road-
stead immediately after the trade prohibitions were lifted in 1684. The
Chinese merchants in Nagasaki—there were soon almost 5,000 of them
in this town of approximately 50,000 inhabitants—were confined to a
tojin machi, or Chinese quarter, which was specially built for them not
far from Deshima, and thus they lost their freedom of movement.

During this period of renewed overseas trade expansion, Amoy re-
mained the main distribution center for China’s coastal trade and the
trade of the huashang (Chinese traders) along the Eastern and Western
Ocean routes, but sailors from other southern ports, such as Guang-
zhou in the south, Shantou on the border between Fujian and Guang-
dong Province, and Ningbo in Zhejiang Province to the north, joined
in the stampede to the Nanyang. The massive trade expansion to the
Nanyang indeed provided the imperial treasury with the bountiful in-
come it had hoped for, but the overseas emigration from the southern
provinces and the frantic activities of adventurers abroad raised alarm
in administrative circles at the Qing court in Peking. The dynamic,
forward-moving maritime frontier of the south clearly was not the
same as the Manchurian frontier in the north.

In 1717, the aging Kangxi Emperor again promulgated a ban on
overseas trade in an effort to stem the unauthorized egress of migrants
who were reputed to be turning the overseas regions into pirates’ lairs.
But the horse was already out of the barn: given the regional interests
involved, it was no longer feasible to bridle the coastal regions with
maritime prohibitions. The important maritime routes to Tonkin and
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Cochin-China were reopened in the same year, and the trade with the
islands of the Nanyang was resumed within five years.

How did these developments affect the position of Batavia and, more
generally, the VOC’s policies toward the China trade? When the Kangxi
Emperor resorted to maritime prohibitions in 1717, the sudden stop-
ping of trade played havoc with the Batavian economy, and although
Macao took up some of the slack and the traffic was soon stealthily re-
sumed, the Dutch authorities drew a lesson from this. In the future, the
Dutch realized, such dependence on the Chinese network would have
to be avoided at all costs.

New and Old Policies

At the same time, the Heren XVII, the directors of the Company in the
Dutch Republic, were eager to reconnect with the China market. Tea
and coffee were emerging as two important commodities for the trade
with Europe. The Dutch brought coffee plants from Mocca, in Yemen,
and after some experimenting in the Priangan area south of Batavia,
the cultivation of Java coffee became a huge success. Tea cultivation
and production was, however, a well-guarded Chinese secret, and for
the moment tea could be purchased only at China’s traditional outlet
for foreign shipping, Canton. While the VOC was completely depen-
dent on the tea deliveries to Batavia made by Chinese junks, the Eng-
lish East India Company and the Oostende Company of the Spanish
Netherlands were sending ships directly to Canton, where they could
select and purchase high-quality tea on their own terms. In 1727, the
Heren XVII decided they would have to restore VOC shipping be-
tween the Netherlands, Batavia, and Canton so that they could com-
pete on the same terms as their European rivals. Batavia remained
the mainstay of the Dutch China trade. By providing Southeast Asian
commodities for the Canton market, it contributed considerably to a
healthy balance of trade. Lacking any exports that the Chinese wanted,
other European buyers had to pay for tea with silver bullion specially
shipped from Europe.

T In many respects the empires of China and Japan showed
themselves to be immovable bulwarks before the first waves of Euro-
pean overseas expansion into Asia, in which the Portuguese and Span-
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iards took the lead in the sixteenth century only to be superseded by
the Dutch in the seventeenth. There was a significant difference be-
tween Canton and Nagasaki. While Canton had served for almost a
millennium as the designated port of call for foreign ships on the south
coast of China, Nagasaki was literally invented as such a port in 1580,
with the help of the Portuguese and the Jesuits. Batavia differed from
both Canton and Nagasaki in being essentially an emporium situated at
the periphery of the two mighty empires, and owing to its strategic po-
sition at a major crossroads of trade, it became the purveyor of tropical
goods to China as well as Japan, via the Dutch and the Chinese ship-
ping networks.

While the Chinese succeeded in keeping their coastal border free
from the incursions of the Dutch “red-haired barbarians,” they were
not able to stem the spontaneous outflow of their own subjects to
the Nanyang. Paradoxically, the strong imperial prohibitions on emi-
gration and trade notwithstanding, the overseas expansion of Chinese
adventurers, traders, and sojourners continued throughout maritime
Southeast Asia. The maritime frontier of China was in all respects
“leaking like a sieve.” So strong and pervasive did the Chinese presence
overseas become that the Dutch did not dare cut the Chinese ship-
ping lanes, or corridors, to the Indonesian Archipelago (and specifically
Batavia), for fear of killing the goose that laid the golden eggs.

The combination of the restrictive policies of the Japanese and Chi-
nese states, on the one hand, and Chinese overseas enterprise, on the
other, defined the parameters within which the Western colonial pow-
ers would gradually establish themselves in Southeast Asia and from
there embark on their quest for the China market in the eighteenth
century.
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T 2
Managing Trade across Cultures

In Chloe, a great city, the people who move through the streets are
all strangers. At each encounter, they imagine a thousand things

about one another; meetings which could take place between them,
conversations, surprises, caresses, bites.

T Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities

By now the story line should be clear: in the course of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, monumental changes occurred in the China Sea
region as a result of dynastic changes in China and Japan and the ex-
pansion of European maritime trade in Asia.1 The interaction and en-
tanglement of these regional and global forces found their expression
in new port cities that came to serve this intercontinental traffic. The
perhaps unexpected tertius gaudens, or laughing third, in this narrative
is the network of private Chinese traders, which turned out to play
such a pervasive role.

Let us now see what Batavia, Nagasaki, and Canton looked like, by
what regulations and special measures the local authorities sought to
control and administer the foreign trade, and what commodities were
traded in these ports. The three ports may have been situated on the
rim of the same seascape, but they functioned very differently within
the states of which they were part. There was something particular to
each of these emporiums that should be pointed out before we look at
them in more detail. They were established by and modified according
to the requirements of three very different administrations: the com-
mercial empire of the VOC, which fed on the intra-Asian trade; the
shogunal regime of Japan, which governed some 250 daimyo according
to a policy of divide et impera; and the Manchu empire of the Qing,
which, with a small warrior class and a collaborating Chinese literati-
elite, ruled 300 million Chinese peasants.

Canton has by far the longest credentials as a trading center, being
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the traditional gateway to the Chinese empire. Situated in the south-
eastern province of Guandong, it may even be the oldest continuously
functioning port in the world, as Professor Wang Gungwu recently
suggested to me. In the middle of the sixteenth century the provincial
authorities made special adaptations to the demands of Western ship-
ping by allowing the Portuguese a trading beach in the Pearl River es-
tuary, at nearby Macao. The Dutch and Spanish tried to secure trading
beaches of their own in the first decade of the seventeenth century, but
the Portuguese skillfully prevented this.2 The port of Batavia was es-
tablished in 1619 at the site of the former port of Jayakarta, or Sunda
Kalapa. Its rise came at the expense of nearby Banten, which had served
as the terminus of the Chinese and European trade on Java. And Naga-
saki, as we shall see, was specifically put under Jesuit stewardship by the
local daimyo to channel the Portuguese trade from Macao to his fief, at
the expense of other ports in southern Japan.

All these ports were given a different “shape” at the end of the six-
teenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century. This shape mani-
fested itself most clearly in the measures taken to administer foreign
trade. One of the characteristics of early modern states is the way in
which they regulated their fiscal affairs with the relatively modest ad-
ministrative apparatus available to them. Instead of collecting taxes, by
and large they auctioned off this responsibility to so-called tax farmers
or empowered chartered corporations to do the same.

In Canton an interesting shift can be perceived in the way taxes on
trade were levied. Initially the Ming emperor competed directly with
the Guangdong regional administration by sending his own eunuchs
to the China coast to collect the proceeds from the import and ex-
port taxes. Under the Qing emperor, however, through a sequence of
administrative adaptations, the court took incremental steps toward
farming out the whole business of foreign trade to a group of licensed
merchants, the Co-hong, while keeping a firm hand on the levying of
customs duties, anchorage fees, and the like on in-coming and out-
going vessels by dispatching special officials for these functions.

In the Batavian case we see, under different circumstances, another
typical early modern solution. The States-General of the Dutch Re-
public issued a charter to the United East India Company in 1602, un-
der which the VOC had the exclusive rights to trade east of the Cape of
Good Hope. Because of this monopoly, the Company levied its own
import and export taxes at Batavia, but interestingly enough it farmed
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out collection of many of the local taxes to Dutch and Chinese entre-
preneurs.

In Japan, the management of foreign trade at Nagasaki was in many
respects more “hands-on” than in Canton and Batavia. After the bakufu,
the shogunal central administration, had intervened in an effort to con-
trol the prices of imported silk through the pancado or itowappu system
(see below), the city made the dramatic decision in 1698 to take the ad-
ministration of all its trade, including the financial dealings, into its
own hands by establishing the Nagasaki Kaisho, or Geldkamer, as the
Dutch called it. This was a government-owned trading bank through
which all the financial affairs of the Dutch and the Chinese merchants
had to be settled.

In all three ports we see a large degree of government intervention
through an apparatus that was typical of the political structures of early
modern times. It was this profound urge to control business transac-
tions that would render all three administrations unable to grapple
with the larger changes and shifts in the global economy, although for
obvious reasons the cracks in the system did show up earlier in Batavia
than in the others, because it was after all the headquarters in Asia of an
international trading concern.

The exclusive window ports of the Qing empire and Tokugawa Ja-
pan were politically subordinate to the tributary trade system of the
hinterland authorities in Peking and Edo, and were not necessarily
prime players in the processes of social, cultural, political, and eco-
nomic development in the empires of which they were a part. Batavia,
however, served simultaneously as the bridgehead of the Dutch East
India Company’s trading network in Asia and as the capital of an ex-
panding colonial empire of territorial possessions in South and South-
east Asia. Colonial port cities like Batavia and Manila, unlike their
immediate pre-European predecessors, gradually gained control over
their hinterlands and created new political and economic orders that
were based on the subordination of the interior to the littoral.3

The Position of the VOC in Asia

The Dutch defined their own position in the region by distinguishing
three categories of administration for their establishments in Asia. First
of all there were the cities and the colonial possessions, such as Batavia,
Malacca, the Moluccas, and the coastal region of Ceylon, which they
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had acquired by “conquest.” Second, there were the often quite large
settlements of company servants and their dependents in kingdoms
where exclusive trade contracts with local officials guaranteed a privi-
leged position in the trade of certain articles. The trading complex at
Ayutthaya, the royal capital of Siam, for example, was one such factory.4

Finally, there were the smaller compounds in Nagasaki and Canton,
where the Dutch were allowed to trade in specific seasons and subject
to extremely well defined and tightly controlled regulations imposed
by the local authorities. In the early years when relations had not yet
been properly sorted out, Governor-General Jan Pietersz Coen used to
write his directors in Holland that the VOC was operating “among de-
clared enemies and feigned friends.”5

Situated amid a wide variety of port polities and extended territorial
kingdoms and empires, the Dutch learned to tune in to the prevail-
ing customs and practices of the Asian societies around them. Conse-
quently, the VOC’s representatives took part in all sorts of “exotic”
practices and ritual behaviors. They wrote diplomatic correspondence
in Malay, Persian, Portuguese, and Chinese; they were willing to kow-
tow in China and Japan; they patiently adhered to the elaborate rituals
of the courts of the Mughal emperors and the rulers of Kandy and
Mataram in Ceylon and Java; and they moved crablike over the floor at
the Siamese court.

Once colonial Batavia had found its place among its Asian neighbors,
the Heren XVII made it clear that attempts should be made

to achieve voluntary, friendly traffic and a profitable trade, which
is after all the principal reason for and aim of this company . . .
when this has been done, one must go further and avoid and ex-
cuse oneself from all warfare where the location and the nature of
the case makes this possible . . . no great attention should be paid
to the question of reputation and honor, which is often taken too
seriously; in our opinion (for we are merchants) he has the honor
who without doing injustice or violence has the profit. This is unlike the
considerations of princes and potentates, who often take the point
of honor very seriously, yea all too seriously, but in our station it is
a definite rule and dogma, which must be stated and obeyed.6

Company servants judiciously lived by these instructions and submit-
ted to the laws and customs of Asian kingdoms where they were guar-
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anteed reasonable safety and protection. With the exception of the
Portuguese, perhaps, no other Europeans ever became so much em-
bedded in Asian ritual and custom as the Dutch of the VOC.

When the American historian Holden Furber in his comparative
study Rival Empires of Trade characterized European activities in Asia
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as the “Age of Part-
nership,” he meant to stress the relatively egalitarian way in which
trade was carried out in the Indian Ocean. That being said, he admitted
that we should not represent this “partnership” too romantically. The
East India Companies sometimes were able to impose monopolies on
indigenous populations, but it also happened—and this was most often
the case—that Company servants simply had to follow the rules that
Asian rulers imposed on foreign trade.7

Market traffic was based on mutual interest and competition, and
was occasionally coerced by the threat of violence. The delivery to the
European companies of certain products at a set price—pepper, for ex-
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ample—was arranged not through market transactions but in exchange
for certain services, such as protection through firmly established trea-
ties with local rulers. Treaties, capitulations, and contracts were looked
upon by Asian rulers and European traders as a means of bringing
about stable trading conditions.

Batavia’s trade system was basically a redistributive one that came to
depend on a tributary mode of production and exchange, a system the
Batavian government gradually put in place within the Indonesian Ar-
chipelago during the seventeenth century through a series of treaties
and contracts with local Javanese rulers. While goods flowed into the
center of this maritime trading empire, Batavia was also a magnetic in-
ternational emporium that attracted sojourners from many different
ethnic backgrounds. These traders participated in and profited from
the new economic order introduced by the Dutch colonial administra-
tion. In particular, the Chinese corridor that connected Batavia with
the economy of south China fed the city a wide array of Chinese prod-
ucts and provided it with a constant flow of manpower. So well and reg-
ularly was the VOC served by this Chinese shipping link that in the late
1680s, the Company decided to stop sending its own ships to China,
reserving them, instead, for the trade with Ayutthaya in Siam, Nagasaki
in Japan, and the far-flung trade of the Indian Ocean.8

Queen of the Orient

Let us first imagine what Batavia looked like at the beginning of the
eighteenth century, when it was still known as “the Queen of the Ori-
ent” and ruled an extended commercial empire of trade in the seas of
Monsoon Asia. Established in 1619 as a typical colonial castle town,
like its somewhat older precursors Portuguese Malacca (1511) and Span-
ish Manila (1567), Batavia was a mix of European planning and local
traditions with old roots going back to earlier indigenous port polities.
In this town founded and ruled by the Dutch East India Company, an
extraordinary amount of space was allotted to warehouses and wharves.
On average the Company annually sent some twenty-five ships to and
from Asia and had about forty ships afloat on the Asian trading routes
at any one time.9

The rectangular city was situated behind Batavia Castle, which com-
manded the seaward side. It was surrounded by a moat and a town wall
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with cannons on top not only for defensive purposes but also firing on
the streets of the town itself in the case of insurrection. The Ciliwung
or Kali Besar (Big River), elegantly lined by trees, cut the city in two
and was crossed by bridges and canals. The straight, lined streets had
double rows of trees providing shade and were brick-paved for the con-
venience of pedestrians. The houses of Batavia were built of brick in
long rows like the town houses in Holland, but here they were often
whitewashed to protect the interiors against the heat.

The merchant elite was originally housed in the imposing castle that
overlooked the roadstead, while the town was designed in such a way
that it included, next to the Dutch themselves, those ethnic communi-
ties on whose military assistance (free Christian burghers of Asian ex-
traction, the so-called Mardijkers) and industry (the Chinese) its sur-
vival depended. This was in contrast to Manila, where strict segregation
was maintained between the Spaniards and the Chinese settlers. At
Batavia, Dutch, Asian Christians, and Chinese residents lived within
the walls of one and the same town, served by large numbers of domes-
tic slaves brought from within the Indonesian Archipelago and the In-
dian subcontinent.

In the so-called Ommelanden, the hinterland around the city, the
Company allocated plots of land where the “martial nations” were con-
centrated in kampongs of their own—Balinese, Bugis, Madurese, and
Ambonese. When called upon, these populations provided troops for
military campaigns elsewhere in the archipelago.10 After relations with
the nearby port principality of Banten were stabilized in the 1680s and
the surroundings of the town became secure, members of the merchant
elite moved outside of Batavia’s city walls and built themselves elegant
mansions in the countryside.

Ships calling at Batavia first had to pass through a maze of islands—
the Thousand Islands, or Pulau Serikat—before they arrived at the
well-protected roadstead. Dutch East Indiamen, Chinese junks, and
ships from other Western nations lay at anchor about a mile from
Batavia Castle and the walled city, which were situated near the estu-
ary of the great Ciliwung River. Wharves and chandlers were situ-
ated on islands, such as Pulau Onrust (Unrest Island), where every-
thing was available for carrying out repairs. Two long piers extended
from the land to channel the muddy waters of the Ciliwung River to
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the sea. Along this channel, smaller Indonesian vessels sailed to and
from berths in the inner harbor, the Pasar Ikan.

In their overseas possessions the Dutch replicated all the well-
developed municipal institutions of their burgher society in the home
country, such as town halls, hospitals, courts of justice, churches, re-
formative institutions, and alms houses. Curiously enough, they pro-
vided comparable structures for Chinese institutions, such as the pala-
tial dwelling of the Chinese kapitein (captain) that included an office
where he met weekly with the other Chinese officers in town, and the
well-equipped Chinese hospital. Directly outside the city walls stood
Chinese temples and extensive cemeteries where the Chinese could
bury their dead.

The town’s extraordinary commercial orientation, its strong de-
fenses, its eclectic cultural mix of citizens, and finally its neat represen-
tation of civic liberties and pride (real or imaginary) made Batavia ap-
pear, in the eyes of some of its visitors, to be a “Holland in the tropics,”
not least because of its system of canals lined by rows of trees and
neatly built burghers’ houses. Others looked beyond this European ve-
neer and marveled at the Chinese component of the colonial town, ide-
alizing the Chinese community as representing an alternative way of
life and an example of social organization.11

Batavia was a complex multicultural community, especially when one
realizes that other, perhaps less visible, cultural phenomena were also
at work. The town had been founded on the ruins of the former port
town of Jayakarta, and it sported many features of the indigenous port
principalities of the region. The governor-general and the councilors
of the Indies may have been housed in a castle at the water’s edge rather
than in a kraton (Javanese palace) in the middle of the town, but the
ritual and ceremonial order that surrounded these gentlemen when
they met with foreign visitors was of an almost regal nature. Every
indigenous merchant visiting the town found that, as elsewhere in the
archipelago, matters of trade were first of all dealt with by a shahbandar,
or harbormaster, who not only provided translators but would also, in
close cooperation with the captain of the Malays, provide for the writ-
ing of diplomatic letters to neighboring port principalities.

In the Malay world great ceremonial value was attached to the ex-
change of letters between rulers. The writing of such diplomatic corre-
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spondence was elevated to an art form in which the recipient had to be
flattered in such a way as not to diminish the status of the sender him-
self. As the capital of a regional power, Batavia became involved in in-
tensive diplomatic traffic with its neighbors around the Java Sea. En-
voys from abroad were regularly received with pomp and circumstance
and were ceremoniously accompanied to Batavia Castle, where the let-
ter from their ruler would be presented to the governor-general and
the councilors of the Indies who resided there. Many beautiful gold-
leafed specimens of such diplomatic correspondence preserved in the
VOC archives today bear witness to Queen Batavia’s place among her
indigenous neighbors and peers.12

Upon the departure of their fleets to Batavia every spring, the yang-
hang security merchants of Xiamen (Amoy) never failed to send per-
sonal letters, accompanied by gifts, to the governor-general, idealizing
him as the Ba Wang (King of Sunda Kelapa) who stood like a sturdy
rock in the middle of the turbulent Southern Seas, and asking him to
take care of the merchants they had sent: “Those living far away and
Your neighbors proclaim their respect to you. Merchant ships sail to
and fro. Batavia serves as an intersection for both land and sea trans-
port. Thou, almighty Master, protect the lands of the Southern Seas.
You maintain your laws and regulations. Your benevolence stretches
out as far in the [Far] East.”13 Chinese shipping to Batavia was extraor-
dinarily privileged. Unlike all other shipping, the junks from Amoy, on
which the town relied so much, were not subject to import and export
duties but merely had to pay preemption fees that released them from
having their cargo searched. When the immigration of Chinese mi-
grants threatened to become more than the local authorities could han-
dle, all kinds of checks and balances were devised in collaboration with
the Chinese leaders of the town, who were supposed to act as immigra-
tion officials—but with very little result.

Ethnic Strife

As I have described elsewhere, Batavia was as much a Chinese town as a
Dutch colonial one. The Chinese lived there according to their own
customs and under their own headmen, or captains and lieutenants,
who in turn were subject to the Dutch colonial administration.14 This
seemingly harmonious arrangement was shattered by a dramatic event,
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the Chinezenmoord (Chinese massacre) of October 1740, a massive po-
grom staged in response to a revolt and attack on the town by Chinese
vagrants who had lost their work on the sugar plantations. There can
be no doubt that the massacre of approximately six thousand Chi-
nese then living within the walls of Batavia dealt a shattering blow to
the Chinese population in Batavia and to the urban economy. Adriaan
Valckenier, the governor-general who had presided over this carnage,
was removed from office and confined to a tower of Batavia Castle
while he awaited trial. When he passed away nine years later, proceed-
ings against him had not even started, probably because nobody in
town had clean hands in the affair. To prevent the recurrence of such a
tragedy, however, all kinds of administrative measures were taken. A
separate Chinese quarter was built outside the town, and the adminis-
tration of the Chinese community was further adapted to local needs
with the installation of the Chinese Council, or Kong Koan, which was
provided with its own office, the Gong Tang. There the kapitein Chinees
and his lieutenants would meet once or twice a week to administer jus-
tice over their own ethnic community and coordinate the administra-
tion of the sojourners, working in close collaboration with the Dutch
colonial authorities.15

Rather telling was the halfhearted reaction at the Chinese court when
the emperor received an apologetic letter from Batavia in which the
Dutch authorities informed him that they had deemed it necessary “to
render a true and detailed account, for fear that other people, jealous of
the flourishing trade that the Dutch enjoy in Your Majesty’s empire,
may depict these incidents in false colors, with the aim of giving Your
Majesty the wrong impression of our lawful intervention, so that our
trade will be hurt and theirs will be favored.” A confrontation occurred
at the Manchu court in Peking between groups of officials supportive
of the Nanyang trade and those opposed to it. One participant in the
debate pointed out that the Chinese who had been massacred had been
ignoring the emperor’s order to return home and therefore deserved to
be punished according to Chinese law, although they were to be pitied
for their ghastly fate. Others remarked that the reinstatement of the
prohibitions against overseas trade would mean the loss of several hun-
dred thousand taels in taxes and “would be even more harmful to the
traders who had built up stocks for the overseas trade.”16 At the end of
the debate, the emperor was advised by his court officials, “now that
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the king of Java [the Dutch governor-general at Batavia] repented and
wished to reform[,] . . . that the various barbarians in the southern
oceans be allowed to trade with us as usual.”17 The emperor really did
not care about his overseas subjects, who generally were referred to as
hanjian—traitors or renegades.

Environmental Decay

Slower in execution but even more deadly to the entire population of
Batavia was the collapse of the town’s environment. By the end of the
eighteenth century, one out of three inhabitants died each year owing
to tropical illnesses or seasonal epidemics. That is an incredibly high
death rate—a whole city population every three years! This ultimately
forced the evacuation of the population from the downtown’s torpid
canals to the healthier environs of the more elevated suburban area sev-
eral miles inland.18 Living organisms, including cities and nations, tend
to pass through life cycles, and Batavia was no exception. When James
Cook called at Batavia during his voyages of discovery when he needed
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to repair his ship, one of his officers is supposed to have said of the
town of desolated houses and gardens overgrown with weeds, that the
mere thought of Batavia’s unhealthiness would keep any other nation
from attempting an attack.

Various explanations have been given for the transformation of this
acclaimed urban settlement into an infamous death pit. Before the
anopheles mosquito was identified as the true assassin only a hundred
years ago, torpid, bad air—the word mal-aria says it all—was tradition-
ally believed to be the killer. Recently another ingenious and quite
convincing explanation has been advanced. It is now believed that the
fish ponds laid out around the silted-up mouth of the Ciliwung River
must have strangled Batavia because they provided excellent breeding
grounds for teeming colonies of anopheles mosquitoes.19

To give you an impression of what it must have felt like to return
to Batavia after several years of absence, let us read the words of Isaac
Titsingh, whom we shall meet again later. After a long stay in Bengal
in the early 1790s, he wrote that during his absence his friends had
written him occasionally about the distressing decay of Batavia—

but never could I have imagined how bad it really had turned, an
impoverished and exhausted colony suffering more than ever un-
der the fatal influence of an infected atmosphere . . . The town is
partly abandoned, many of the most prominent houses are now
occupied by third class people, the environs of the city still look
prosperous, but the depression and despondency on the face of
most people here shows how they are feeling . . . all this seems in-
credible to those who like me knew the opulence of Batavia 28
years ago and it surely makes their hearts bleed.20

Around the turn of the century the administrative center was moved
from downtown Batavia to the higher ground of Weltevreden, and
Batavia Castle was completely dismantled in 1807 on the orders of
Governor-General Daendels, who was sent to the East to carry out
Napoleonic reforms in the Dutch colonies. Today only a few buildings
in downtown Jakarta remind us of the “Queen of the East,” which by
the end of the eighteenth century was already better known as the
“Cemetery of the East.” In hindsight one can see that the life cycle of
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Batavia was closely tied to that of the East India Company itself. The
Company was dissolved in 1800, as was its headquarters in Asia soon
thereafter, although not altogether for the same reasons.

Another Climate, Another Country, Another City: Nagasaki

There was probably no more pleasing sight for the sailor approaching
the southwestern coast of Kyushu than the splendid spectacle of the
emerald mountains that emerged from the morning haze, soon to be-
come crystal clear even at a great distance. Out of a deep blue sea dot-
ted with bobbing fishing boats arose isles covered with luxurious vege-
tation. In the background lay a landscape of hills, valleys, and small
bays with a scattering of fishermen’s homes. This lovely scene would
show another face during the summer season, however, when it was
frequently battered by the destructive forces of the typhoons.

Tucked away behind this maze of islands and hills lay the sheltered
bay of the city of Nagasaki. Its approaches were indicated by the white
specks of huts on the hills that on closer scrutiny turned out to be the
protective housing for guns aimed at incoming and outgoing ships.
The shipping channel was lined with batteries all the way to Taka-
bokojima, or Papenberg Island, which marked the entry to the bay it-
self. (It was called Papenberg, or Papist Hill, by the Dutch, after the
shocking Japanese practice of throwing Christian believers down its
cliffs during the great Christian persecutions of the 1630s and 1640s.)
Surrounded by its pleasing hilly landscape, with the city of Nagasaki at
its end, the bay is about two miles in length and about half that in
width.

This beautiful land-locked bay provided a safe anchorage for local
fishing craft; the strangely shaped Japanese coastal freight vessels called
bezaisen; the brightly colored junks from China and ports in Southeast
Asia as far as Siam, Cambodia, and Tonkin; and the one or two Dutch
East Indiamen that lay at anchor there during the trading season. Ap-
proaching the city, the eighteenth-century visitor would discern on
the left a protruding, fan-shaped, man-made island with the name of
Tsukishima, or as it is better known, Deshima, and to the right the
more or less square Chinese quarter, the tojin yashiki. According to the
port city’s original regulations, the rudder, cannon, and gun powder of
visiting ships had to be removed upon arrival, but over the years this
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rule was abolished. All weapons, however, had to be locked up, and
the only person allowed to keep his rapier was the head merchant on
the island.

Nagasaki’s story is an intriguing one.21 Although its existence as a
fishing village is said to go back to the first millennium, it was not
until Portuguese ships from Macao started to visit in the 1570s that
it entered the annals of world history. The local feudal lord, Omura
Sumitada, happened to be a Christian convert, and to make sure that
the ships of Macao would continue calling, he made quite an unusual
decision. He ceded Nagasaki, lock, stock, and barrel, to the Jesuits on
account of their instrumental role as interpreters and brokers in the
port’s trade with Macao. Alexandro Valignano, the Jesuit Visitor, found
upon his arrival in 1579 a small settlement of only 400 houses, but in
the years that followed that number increased sharply.

When in 1587 Omura Sumitada passed away, Toyotomi Hideyo-
shi, the warlord who would soon unify Japan, took possession of the
town and promulgated his first anti-Christian laws. Jesuit property was
confiscated, and the port of Nagasaki from then on was administered
and defended in Hideyoshi’s name by the adjoining fiefs of Arima and
Omura. The Jesuit priests nonetheless soon regained control of the
management of trade. Ten years later, matters came to a head again
when Hideyoshi, suspecting the Spaniards and Portuguese of prepar-
ing an invasion, ordered the execution of a mixed group of Jesuits and
Japanese converts, soon to be known throughout the Christian world
as the twenty-six martyrs of Nagasaki. The Christian persecutions con-
tinued under Hideyoshi’s successor, Tokugawa Ieyasu, but this does not
seem to have adversely affected the continuation of the flourishing
Portuguese galleon trade in Chinese silk for Japanese silver.

In 1636 the Portuguese were moved from the town to the island of
Deshima. There they were confined until they were completely ban-
ished in 1639. Two years later it was the turn of the Dutch, who were
relocated from Hirado, where they lived relatively freely, and restricted
to Deshima, which became the Dutch residence for more than two
hundred years. Deshima measured 600 feet in length and 120 in breadth,
about the area of two soccer fields, and was surrounded on all sides by a
palisade the height of a man. The island had two gates, one opening up
to the bridge that connected it with the shore, and one on the other
side, the waterpoort, through which goods were moved to and from the
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Dutch ships that lay at anchor in the bay. During the two hundred
years that the Dutch traders lived there, the right side of the island was
mainly used for kura (fireproof storehouses) and the lodgings of the
Company servants. Between the houses ran two streets, which were
crossed in the middle by a third one leading to the gates. On the left
side of the island there was a pleasure garden with the two-story house
of the Oranda Kapitan (Dutch factory chief) in the middle. Adjacent to
this was a vegetable and herb garden. The Company interpreters also
had a very large house on the island where they would congregate dur-
ing the trading season, and likewise the otona (wardens) and dwarskijkers
(spies), who continually kept an eye on everything that happened on
the island, had an office of their own.

This is not the place to discuss the early trade of Nagasaki in de-
tail, but one point should be made about the price-fixing pancado or
itowappu system, which the Japanese introduced to make the trade con-
form to local conditions and prevent large fluctuations in the price of
silk. A group of specially appointed merchants from the large merchant
cities of Sakai, Osaka, Kyoto, and Edo (Tokyo) would fix a price for the
total consignment of silk brought to Nagasaki, and the whole lot would
be sold under this contracted price. Although this intervention reduced
the high profits of the Portuguese, at the same time it guaranteed them
the complete sale of all their goods. This system was maintained off
and on throughout the seventeenth century and really was the first in a
long series of interventions that would characterize the Nagasaki trade.
As Geoffrey Gunn has rightly remarked, almost all commercial trans-
actions were mediated not by Portuguese or, later, Dutch practices but
by local or indigenized institutions, at least at the point of purchase.22

Arrangements of this type suited the visiting traders well, because they
knew they would not be left sitting with part of their import cargo.

From the time they received their first trading pass, or goshuin, from
Tokugawa Ieyasu in 1609, the Dutch did not have to pay any anchor-
age, import, or export dues in Japan. However, they were obliged to
pay obeisance to the ruler on a regular basis. And so every year the
opperhoofd, or chief factor, embarked on a hofreis, a court journey, to
Edo in the company of a surgeon, a secretary, and a train of porters.
During the trip the Dutch were given the same status as a daimyo.
Along the way the travelers, who on Deshima had very little opportu-
nity to mix with other people, had more freedom to meet and talk with
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the curious Japanese, who visited them at the inns along the road where
they stopped for the night. The Dutch also used the opportunity to
visit famous sites, such as the temples and shrines in and around Kyoto,
and sometimes even to go to the theater in Osaka, with the inevitable
result that the audience would gape at them instead of the actors. From
the scarce personal correspondence preserved, one gets the impression
that these trips to Edo offered welcome relief from the boredom of life
on Deshima.23

The amusing stories about the court journeys made by the physician
Engelbert Kaempfer, who accompanied the Dutch opperhoofd twice to
Edo in the early 1690s, have been quoted over and over again, but the
accounts of almost 120 other trips to the court that have now been
published show that there was considerable variation over time in how
the Dutch were received at court. Kaempfer emphasized the farcical at-
mosphere of the audience he attended, but this may have been closely
related to the curious personality of Tokugawa Tsunayoshi, who loved
to watch the exotic-looking red-haired barbarians from nearby and
even had the opperhoofd’s little son do a dance and sing a song for him.24

Having briefly explored how the Dutch lived on Deshima, it is now
time to look at how the management of trade at Deshima was carried
out. Here a general observation can be made. Throughout the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries, the shogunal administration strove to
reduce Japan’s dependence on foreign trade. It did so by taking some
extraordinary monetary measures, first by forbidding the export of sil-
ver, then by depreciating the gold content of the koban coin to such an
extent that it no longer made sense to use it as an export commodity,
and finally by curtailing the export of copper. In 1698 the shogunal ad-
ministration took over the financial administration of all foreign trade
by establishing a commercial bank, the Nagasaki Kaisho, through which
all financial dealings had to take place. While the Chinese government
“outsourced” these kinds of financial services to security merchants,
who were regularly driven into insolvency because of this practice, the
Japanese bakufu chose to keep a tight rein on financial dealings to avoid
any kind of bickering about unpaid accounts and so on.25

I have already mentioned the pancado or itowappu arrangement
whereby the price of silk was set unilaterally by a consortium of Japa-
nese merchants. In 1672 a taxation system (shihÇ shÇhÇ) was introduced
for ten different commodities. In 1685 this measure was replaced by
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the imposition of an annual ceiling of 300,000 taels on the annual trade
of the Dutch, and twice as much on that of the Chinese. (This was, of
course, in response to the sudden wave of Chinese junks that came to
trade after the maritime prohibitions in China had been lifted that
year.) On the instigation of bakufu adviser Arai Hakuseki, new regula-
tions promulgated during the ShÇtoku era (the so-called shÇtoku shinrei)
limited the number of ships allowed to trade at Nagasaki to two Dutch
ships and thirty Chinese junks, and reduced copper exports to a maxi-
mum of 15,000 piculs (about 900 tons) for the Dutch and twice that
amount for the Chinese. Thus Japan’s total copper exports were re-
duced to 2,700 tons. In 1790 the Kansei reforms curtailed the trade
even further, to a yearly quota of one Dutch ship and seven Chinese
junks and a maximum cargo of 6,000 piculs of copper for the Dutch
and double that amount for the Chinese.26

Although the volume of foreign trade was reduced, the Japanese
authorities continued to attach great importance to the comings and
goings of Dutch and Chinese vessels because it was only by interrogat-
ing their crews that they could gather information about the wider
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world. News was systematically collected from Chinese visitors about
developments in China and the Southern Seas. With the Dutch, this
information gathering was even more institutionalized and refined.
Upon the arrival of the Dutch ships every August, a group of interpret-
ers would assemble to learn from the newly arrived Dutch factory
head the news about the world, which they would write up as the
Oranda Fusetsugaki (Dutch News Reports). Thanks to the research of
Matsukata Fuyuko, we now know exactly how the intelligence was
gathered and written down to be forwarded to Edo.27 It goes without
saying that the Dutch occasionally tried to manipulate this informa-
tion, although they ran the risk that the Japanese might receive differ-
ent information from the Chinese. The American and French Revolu-
tions were reported, as was the French invasion of Holland in 1795, but
this news was reported at a much later date to conceal the fact that the
Batavian authorities were chartering neutral American, German, and
Danish vessels when they could no longer dispatch Dutch ships.

This political information gathering cannot be dissociated from the
remarkable progress made by contemporary Japanese scholars in their
study of the West through the so-called Rangaku, or Dutch studies.28

What started as early as the 1640s as a curiosity about Western medical
practice grew during the eighteenth century into a profound interest
in Western science and technology in general. In 1800, for instance,
Shizuki Tadao, the pioneer who introduced the principles of Western
linguistics to Japan, wrote an introduction to Newton’s work in physics
and astronomy on the basis of John Keill’s Inleidinge tot de waare natuur-
en sterrekunde (Introduction to the True Natural Science and Astron-
omy) of 1741.29

Shizuki was the same author who invented the term Sakoku (“closed
country”) while translating Engelbert Kaempfer’s chapter on the ques-
tion of Japan’s right to “stand off” from other nations and turn its back
on international relations. It would not be until the beginning of the
nineteenth century that the Japanese people would actually become
conscious of the fact that, in keeping a distance from other nations,
they were an “exception to the general human pattern.” In Kaempfer’s
own words: “Hence the state and condition of the Empire [of Japan],
such as it then was, the form of Government, as it had been lately es-
tablished, the happiness and welfare of the people, the nature of the
country, and the security of the Emperor in concurrence required, that
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the Empire should be shut up for ever, and thoroughly purged of for-
eigners and foreign customs.”30

Thus what the Chinese were never able to achieve, the Japanese
actually managed to carry out in their coastal waters. The shogunal
administration fully controlled its military and economic affairs with
a well-managed system of checks and balances. Any foreign ship that
entered into Japan’s coastal waters was immediately reported and
searched; even the number of Chinese and Dutch ships permitted to
visit Nagasaki was strictly limited. Relations with neighboring Korea
were carefully managed by the lord of Tsushima, and the same went for
the traffic with Ryukyu, which was supervised by the lord of Satsuma at
Kagoshima in southern Kyushu. By the middle of the eighteenth cen-
tury, almost all foreign import commodities had been replaced with
Japanese products. The only remaining high-value export, copper, was
subjected to a quota and sold to the Dutch at prices lower than on the
Japanese market itself—a curious phenomenon, to say the least.

Canton, the Southern Treasury of the Emperor

The port city of Canton was situated on the banks of the Pearl River at
quite a distance from the mouth of the estuary. This walled city, nick-
named tianzinanku, the “southern treasury of the Son of Heaven,” had
already served as a major port for foreign shipping for a millennium be-
fore the arrival of the Europeans. Its approaches were carefully pro-
tected against assaults from the sea by fortresses at various points along
the river. I shall not enumerate in detail all the changes and adaptations
made over the years to create the unique set of control mechanisms
that regulated the port’s trade with foreigners, the so-called Canton
system. Authors like H. B. Morse and Earl Pritchard, and recently Paul
Van Dyke in a revealing case study on the logistics of the port, have
devoted whole chapters to these details; here it will suffice to sketch
the general outlines.31

In the eighteenth century, ships never sailed all the way to Canton
but instead dropped anchor at the Whampoa Reach, a roadstead ap-
proximately sixty miles upriver from Macao at the mouth of the Pearl
River estuary, and some eighteen miles south of the city. It took the
ships one or two weeks to reach this anchorage after they had engaged
river pilots at Macao to guide them. They could sail only on the rising
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tide, and even then often touched the mud banks in the estuary with
their keel. If there was no wind, some fifty sampans with oars were nec-
essary to tow the East Indiaman to Whampoa. In 1784 there were no
fewer than forty-five vessels lying at anchor there, stretching in a row
three miles long!32 At Whampoa reach a Chinese Hong merchant (a se-
curity merchant) would assume responsibility for paying the necessary
customs for a ship and stand surety for the orderly behavior of its crew.
The attached Hong merchant arranged for the disposition of cargo and
provided for the return cargo. He was in fact an “unofficial” official,
through whom all communication with the port authorities had to be
directed. Indeed, as Van Dyke has remarked, “This personal responsi-
bility-management structure was a fundamental aspect of the control
of trade from the beginning.”33

Also indispensable were the pidgin-speaking linguists, or lingos, and
their staff, who served as go-betweens in transacting the visitors’ busi-
ness with the Hoppo, or Yuehaiguan jiandu, the superintendent in charge
of managing foreign trade for Guangdong Province. First appointed
personally by the emperor in 1685 for a term of one year, the Hoppo’s
term was later extended to three years. These officials, often Manchus,
ensured that they themselves would reap the most from this profitable
position and were notorious for their venality. The Hoppo would per-
sonally visit an incoming ship and have it measured so that the port fees
could be assessed accordingly. These port fees, consisting of various
charges (too many to mention here), including the so-called emperor’s
present, varied between 3,000 and 7,000 Mexican dollars per ship. The
formalities preceding the departure of the ships were no less strict and
detailed. Only after all accounts had been settled was a Grand Chop is-
sued, which served as laissez-passer for the passage down the river.

Canton’s port fees were probably the highest in the world. After the
duties had been paid, the unloading could begin, and the goods were
transshipped into lighters, or “chop boats,” which would forward them
upriver for another twenty miles, all the way to the trade factories of
the various East India Companies that were located outside the city
walls.

This passage required expert navigational skills. Remarkable scenery
unfolded before the eyes of the passenger as his dispatch boat, pro-
pelled by crimson sails and eight oarsmen, was skillfully maneuvered
past hundreds of houseboats, tied to one another, belonging to the
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Tanka, or Eggpeople, who spent most of their life on the water.34 On
the northern bank of the river our passenger would discern a riverfront
block of thirteen two-story wooden structures, some with a national
flag in front, extending altogether for more than half a mile. These
were foreign factories, and it is said that they housed truly palatial inte-
riors where the Company officers wanted for nothing but female com-
pany, which was strictly forbidden. William Hickey, who visited the
English factory, wrote, “Each supercargo has four handsome rooms;
the public apartments are in front looking to the river; the others go in-
land to the depth of two or three hundred feet, in broad courts, having
the sets of rooms on each side, every set having a distinct and separate
entrance with a small garden, and every sort of convenience.”35

In the 1780s the East India Company factories of Denmark, Austria,
Sweden, France, Britain, and Holland were situated next to one other,
and according to the diaries of Dutch factory personnel—preserved,
but sadly ignored by most historians—a lot of fraternizing went on
among the personnel of different nationalities, even though they were
competing in trade. The foreign merchants were allowed to stay in
their factories only during the trading season. Once the ships had left,
the supercargoes packed all their belongings and were off to nearby
Macao, to enjoy the off season—February to the end of July—and take
a rest. There they were allowed (after 1757) to rent houses where they
could spend their leisure time with wives or concubines.

The Canton system, really an accumulation of procedures that over
time had been refined and attuned to local conditions, may have looked
rather confusing to the outsider. In reality, however, there was little
to complain about because the foreigners ran a small risk. If a Hong
merchant went bankrupt (which often happened), his colleagues would
shoulder his debts and clear accounts with the foreign creditors. It is
interesting that this Chinese court-enforced private guaranty of Hong
debts to foreigners in Canton was the direct model for the “Safety
Fund” established by the state of New York in 1829—one of the earli-
est bank-deposit insurance plans and a model for the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation. It was cited in a letter to Governor Martin
Van Buren from merchant and Safety Fund proponent Joshua Forman,
who wrote:

The propriety of making the banks liable for each other, was sug-
gested by the regulations of the Hong merchants in Canton, where
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a number of men, each acting separately, have, by the grant of the
government, the exclusive right of trading with foreigners, and are
all made liable for the debts of each in case of failure . . . This ab-
stractly just principle, which has stood the test of experience for
seventy years, and under which the bond of a Hong merchant has
acquired a credit over the whole world, not exceeded by any other
security, modified and adapted to the milder features of our repub-
lican institutions, constitutes the basis of the system.36

The whole range of regulations was aimed at keeping all interaction
between foreigners and Chinese merchants as far removed from the
imperial administration as possible. Contrary to the practice at Naga-
saki, where prices were unilaterally set by the Japanese merchants and
all the bookkeeping was actually in the hands of the government-run
Nagasaki Kaisho, the Canton system left plenty of room for healthy
competition among the Chinese security merchants who wanted to
trade with the foreigners. Foster Rhea Dulles cites several participants
in the trade who agreed that the Canton system worked well. The first
American consul in Canton, Major Samuel Shaw, wrote that the trade
in Canton “appears to be as little embarrassed, and is, perhaps, as
simple as any in the known world.”37 These kinds of statements are
confirmed by Robert Morrison’s Commercial Guide, which states that
“there was no port where trade could be carried on with such facility
and regularity” as Canton.38

Tea Changes the World

Unlike either Nagasaki or Batavia, the trade at Canton was dominated
by one product: tea. In early modern times probably no other com-
modity had such a sudden impact, both direct and indirect, on global
trade in terms of consumption patterns, transport routes, and even
politics. The unquenchable thirst of the Westerners, Europeans and
Americans alike (in 1800 the Englishman consumed, on average, two
and a half pounds of tea, sweetened by seventeen pounds of sugar a
year)39 dramatically changed not only the face of Asian history—the
profits from the tea trade indirectly financed the English conquests in
India—but also that of global history. After all, a shipload of Chinese
tea thrown overboard into the waters of Boston Harbor set in motion a
series of events that eventually led to the American War of Indepen-
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dence. The intercontinental tea trade also led to an endless quest to re-
store the balance of payments, initially made mainly in silver, because
the West had little to offer to China.

New centers of distribution and exchange developed in Southeast
Asia, where tropical products were traded for opium and weapons so
that the English traders could provide the English East India Company
with sufficient funds for purchasing tea on the Canton market. Tea also
led incidentally to the mass production of opium in Bengal and the im-
portation of that “foreign mud” by the English and later the Americans
into China. The wealth of most of the old Brahmin families in Boston
was in fact solidly based on the tea and opium trade, because the two of
them became inextricably bound up with each other. Also closely con-
nected to tea was porcelain, one of the oldest export commodities of
China. Protected on all sides by the large cargoes of tea, porcelain
could now be transported over long distances with little chance of
damage. When divers discovered in 1985 the remains of the VOC ship
Geldermalsen, which went down in the South China Sea in 1752, they
found that its cargo of porcelain was remarkably intact because the tea
cargo had cushioned it when the ship hit the seabed.

By the late 1730s, some 2,000 tons of tea a year were being shipped
to Europe by all European East India Companies operating in Canton.
When ten years later this amount had more than doubled to 5,500
tons, the first signs of market saturation became visible. The Dutch
East India Company, which transported the cheaper brands of tea, was
the first to feel the impact. The price of even the most select brands
declined and it became increasingly difficult for the Dutch to sell the
low-quality ones. Yet the VOC was helped by the continuous wars
in Europe. During the War of the Austrian Succession (1740–1748)
and the Seven Years’ War (1756–1763), which took place far from the
Netherlands, the Dutch East India Company continued to send ships
to China while many of its rivals were temporarily incapacitated. After
the reorganization of the tea trade in 1757, when the directors of the
VOC installed the China Committee to run the tea trade directly from
Amsterdam, the Dutch company kept a market share of about 20 per-
cent until the 1790s. Thanks to the help of independent British mer-
chants trading between India and China, the so-called country traders,
the English East India Company held about one-third of the total
turnover.
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Approval of the Commutation Act in 1783, whereby the English
government reduced the tea tax from 119 percent to 12.5 percent, was
bound to disrupt the European tea trade, which had largely supplied
the English market via both legal and illegal ways. But because British
shipping was not yet able to carry all the tea destined for the home
market, the adverse effects of this change of policy were not immedi-
ately apparent. The real blow to the Dutch tea trade was the French in-
vasion of the Netherlands, which made it well nigh impossible for
Dutch ships to sail to and from Canton. Holland’s loss was American
shipping’s gain.

So far I have been describing the reception of foreign vessels in Can-
ton, but Paul Van Dyke makes an interesting point about the huashang
network of this port in his recent study, for which he combed the ar-
chives of no fewer than seven East India Companies. Contrary to the
impression given by earlier historians of the Canton trade, the data that
Van Dyke has carefully pieced together show that Canton was also an
important home port for junk shipping. The combined tonnage of the
thirty sea-going junks based in Canton was equal to that of all the Eng-
lish ships at the port. And in addition to these, many junks hailed from
other places, such as the rice-carrying junks from Siam. Tropical prod-
ucts like rice, wood, salt, coconut oil, animal hides, sugar, copper, lead,
indigo, cotton, sticklac (a resin), horns, and ivory that were transported
by junks from the Nanyang to Canton were largely intended for the
Chinese market, but Van Dyke points out that some products, such as
tin, lead, rattan, arrack, and sago were also used for packaging and
stowage purposes on the foreign ships. These remarks bring us back to
the subject of the previous chapter: the sadly underestimated tale of the
Nanhai trade carried out by Chinese ships.40

The Weakening Grip of the Qing Administration,
1727–1840

In 1727, the same year in which the directorate of the VOC decided to
restore the shipping link with China and send its own ships to Canton,
Kangxi’s successor, the Yongzheng Emperor, lifted all maritime prohi-
bitions on Chinese overseas shipping, although he continued to have
reservations about expatriates sojourning longer than one or two years
in the overseas regions. Still believing in the principle of dujian fangwei
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(the forestalling of the growth of abuse by strict reinforcement of pre-
ventive measures), the emperor proclaimed:

We believe that most of those who go abroad are malcontents. If
We allow these people to come and go without taking note of the
length of time they are abroad, they will increasingly lose their
scruples, and leave their native places, and the number drifting
around will be even greater. Hereafter, a time limit should be set,
and if this limit is exceeded and they have not returned, then those
people who choose to drift about in foreign places cannot be pit-
ied. It is Our opinion that We cannot allow them to return to their
motherland.41

New regulations regarding ship owning and limitations on and pro-
hibitions of export items were introduced. One of the organizational
innovations was the introduction of authorized “ocean firms,” the yang-
hang, which were licensed to engage in foreign trade, whereas the do-
main of the coastal trade of China was reserved for “merchant firms,”
or shanghang. The yanghang were supervised by security merchants
who were responsible for every ocean-going junk sailing to the Nan-
yang from Amoy, both for regulations of trade and the conduct of the
crew. Any person who wanted to travel abroad could do so only if kins-
men were willing to guarantee his return within a fixed period of time.

As I noted earlier, a series of deliberations at the court held in the
wake of the massacre of Chinese settlers at Batavia focused on the cen-
tral issue concerning relations with Southeast Asia: whether to allow
or to prohibit private traffic. Among the defenders of the trading sys-
tem, Qing Fu, the Manchu governor of the provinces of Guangxi and
Guangdong, was without doubt the most outspoken on the subject. Ac-
cording to this high official, another overseas trading ban was out of
the question. More than one hundred vessels from the southern mari-
time provinces were plying Southeast Asian waters, providing 500,000
to 600,000 people with trade-related work and generating an annual
inflow of 10 million taels in silver coins. Were the trade restricted, he
said, “the resulting situation would render people homeless and make
them wander from place to place, as there would be no food left for
thousands of persons because neither the merchants would have mer-
chandise, nor would the farmers have produce.”42
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All these developments underline the extreme dependence of China’s
coastal economy on the overseas trade. The moving in and out of peo-
ple could no longer be stopped, even if the central government did see
it as a great security risk. Merchants had not been allowed to return
home if they stayed away longer than three or four years, but in 1754
the emperor relented and assented to a petition from Chen Hongmou,
the governor of Fujian, who wrote as follows: “Because half the popula-
tion [of that province] is depending on maritime trade for a living,
those people who have remained a longer time abroad because they
have not been able to sell their commodities or clear their debts in time
should be welcomed home.”43 The strict regulations on the duration of
residence abroad were slackened and the relatively free movement of
people along the routes of the junk trade became possible.

In a rather futile attempt to counter the mushrooming of “China-
towns” abroad, the emigration of Chinese women still remained re-
stricted. However, Hakka women, who did not bind their feet, were of-
ten able to slip through the cursory examinations of customs officials.
From this point on, migrants and sojourners became South China’s
most important export product. Carl Trocki has pointed out that this
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led to the birth of a system of offshore production that included the
financing and transportation of settlers and the subsequent manage-
ment of the trade in items produced and consumed by the Chinese mi-
grants to Southeast Asia.44

Batavia Betrayed

In November 1752, Governor-General Jacob Mossel sent to the Heren
XVII his “Considerations about the intrinsic state of the Company,” in
which he voiced his concerns about the marked decline of the Com-
pany’s trade within Asia.45 He believed that the Company’s establish-
ment in Canton could be instrumental in rectifying this unfortunate
situation because of the enormous profits to be made in the tea trade.
He conceded that many other European nations were also sending
ships to Canton, but he felt that the VOC’s extended local networks for
collecting tropical products in the Indonesian Archipelago gave it a sig-
nificant advantage over its rivals. Batavia could send regional products
such as tin, pepper, cotton, wax, spices, and other goods to Canton,
while European competitors in the China trade still had to pay for Chi-
nese tea with precious metals.

In March 1754, the Heren XVII announced a complete reorganiza-
tion of the VOC tea trade. They said that most of the tropical products
that the governor-general and council in Batavia proposed to sell in
China could be sold in Europe, as well, and perhaps at even better
prices. Adding insult to injury, the directors sneered that the Dutch
East India Company’s European rivals, who sailed straight from Eu-
rope to Canton without idling at an intermediate station like Batavia,
shipped the new tea harvests to Europe much faster, and that conse-
quently they put fresher tea on the market and commanded better
prices. They decided thenceforth to bypass Batavia, and took full con-
trol of this domain of trade by setting up an exclusive committee,
the China Committee, which from then on was authorized to manage
the direct trading link between the Netherlands and Canton. Thus the
High Government in Batavia effectively lost its grip on the VOC’s
trade with China.46 These reforms directly sealed the fate of Batavia,
because it would no longer serve as the terminus of the junk trade
in tea.
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During the second half of the eighteenth century Batavia’s position
was undercut by yet another challenger. British country traders entered
the South China Sea region selling opium, weapons, and Indian textiles
wherever they could, in exchange for local products to sell on the Can-
ton market. Circumventing the checks and balances of the VOC tariff
system, they engaged in free trade with indigenous trading networks
such as those of the ubiquitous Bugis, and the Taosug from the Sulu
Archipelago.47 The core of the Dutch trading network centered on the
coastal towns of North Java remained intact, but traders on the periph-
ery now turned toward the meeting points of the country traders and
the huashang network of Chinese traders.

After the 1750s, the once flourishing Chinese trade that had formed
the mainstay of Batavia’s economy rapidly declined. By the end of the
1770s, the local authorities became thoroughly worried about the pros-
pects of the junk trade, “which in the past was very considerable [in
size] but now has gone in steep decline to the detriment of the local in-
habitants.” The governor-general and council even went so far as to
address letters to the yanghang in Amoy, imploring them to send their
junks directly to Batavia. The answer they received was telling. The
Chinese shipping guilds made it clear that they could not afford to stay
away from Johor, on the Malay Peninsula: “Otherwise they would have
to give up their shipping enterprise itself for the simple reason that
they did not know any other location where they could find all the tim-
ber necessary for the repairs of their junks and the construction of new
rudders and masts.” That was, of course, only part of the story. Naviga-
tion to Johor and other ports near the Strait of Malacca had funda-
mentally changed the flow of Chinese trade to the Nanyang and mar-
ginalized Batavia.48

Because many commodities from China were now distributed from
transfer points around the Strait of Malacca all over the archipelago,
even to places as far away as the east coast of Java, the tariff system
of the Dutch East India Company was completely undermined. As
Batavia lost its position as the terminus of Chinese trade to the free
ports on the Malay Peninsula, the Chinese population in town sought
other means of subsistence, and many moved into the hinterland. This
trend was observed by Councilor of the Indies Isaac Titsingh. Accord-
ing to him, the almost complete disappearance of the junk trade not
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only affected all business in town but also forced the Batavian Chinese
who had made a living from the China trade to close the doors behind
them and move out into the countryside to start a new life there.49

Little could be done about these changes. As Governor-General De
Klerck wrote as early as 1778, only in those regions where the Com-
pany reigned as “heer en meester” (lord and master) could it intercept
interlopers. Elsewhere in the archipelago, in such ports of call for Chi-
nese junks as Trengganu, Patani, Sangora, and even Johor, the Com-
pany simply could not intervene. By the 1790s the corridors of trade to
and throughout Southeast Asia had branched out, giving rise to a num-
ber of smaller, less rigidly controlled ports from the Strait of Malacca
to the waters east of Java, where country traders from India, Chinese
merchants, Malays, Bugis, and Iranun from the Sulu Archipelago—
traders, smugglers, and pirates—bartered Indian textiles, opium, and
weapons for locally mined or commercially cultivated commodities like
gold, tin, gambier, and pepper, or collected sea products, like trepang
and shark fins, as well as tropical forest products, such as edible birds’
nests, beeswax, camphor, bird feathers, and rattan, all of which had a
place in the China market.

Yankee Traders to the Orient

When, during and after the years of the American Revolution, the Yan-
kees saw their favorite area for trade, the West Indies, closed off by the
British, they looked for other destinations, and the trade to the East In-
dies presented itself as an attractive alternative. On 22 February 1784,
George Washington’s fifty-second birthday, three months after the last
British vessel had left New York, the Empress of China departed from
the same port for the Middle Kingdom. The ship was fitted out on the
initiative of the renowned entrepreneur and financer of the revolution
Robert Morris of Philadelphia, “to encourage others in the adventur-
ous pursuit of commerce.” Morris had been able to select as leader
of this expedition a famous war hero, Major Samuel Shaw, who was
to become the American consul in Canton in the following years. A
new American trade destination was born. In that same year, fourteen
more American ships, from New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Sa-
lem, would sail for the Indian Ocean and such ports as Mauritius,
Batavia, Calcutta, Bombay, as well as to the northwest coast of Amer-
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ica. The Yankee ships would sail to Mauritius, dispose of their cargoes
there and take on freight for Canton, or purchase cotton at Bombay or
Calcutta, pepper in Sumatra, sugar and coffee in Batavia, and seek such
typical products for the China market as trepang and sandalwood in
other smaller hubs of trade in Southeast Asia. Other ships would go
hunting for seal near Cape Horn.

Vasco da Gama’s supposed reply to the surprised local merchants of
Calicut in 1498, when they asked him what he was looking for, was:
“Christians, Gold and Spices.” Major Shaw scribbled down in his jour-
nal his personal first encounter with a Chinese merchant as follows:

“You are not Englishman?”
“No.”
“But you speak English word, and when you first come, I no can

tell difference; but now I understand very well. When I speak
Englishman his price, he say, ‘So much, take it, let alone.’”

“I tell him, ‘No my friend, I give you so much.’
“He look at me, ‘Go to hell, you damned rascal; what! You come

here, set a price my goods?’”
“Truly, Massa Typan, I see very well you no hap Englishman.

All Chinaman very much love your country.”
Thus far [continues Shaw], the fellow’s remarks pleased me. Jus-

tice obliges me to add his conclusion: “All men come first time
China very good gentlemen, all same you. I think two three time
more you come Canton, you make all same Englishman too.”50

How true that observation was. In the wake of the English, the Ameri-
cans would grow into the most formidable opium traders of the China
coast.

The saga of the Yankee trade in the 1780s and 1790s has been stud-
ied mainly in terms of the trade with China, but that does not at all re-
flect the enormous expansion of American commerce all over Mon-
soon Asia and the Pacific.51 According to the Yuehai Guanzhi (Gazetteer
of Guangdong Maritime Customs) of 1839, “American ships were so
numerous that they almost equaled those of England. Their ships,
however, were rather smaller than the ships of other countries, and
therefore could enter the port at any time, unlike the ships of other
countries which can enter the port only in the eighth and ninth months
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of the year.”52 When Liang Tingnan, the writer of the gazetteer, was
referring to the year-round presence of the Americans, he probably did
not understand that the Americans came from all directions, including
from the American West Coast, and thus were not so dependent on the
monsoon as the Europeans.

We are still waiting for a historian who will piece together this com-
merce from all the various archives of the ports that were visited by
these traders.53 Here I shall make only a few general remarks derived
from the studies of Latourette, Downs, Goldstein, and Dulles on the
China trade. The ships from Philadelphia had the greatest tonnage
at first, but soon New York took over the leading position; Boston
developed trade especially with the American Northwest; merchants
in Providence also started their Eastern trade with much capital; but
best remembered are the many Asia-bound ships from Salem, Massa-
chusetts.

In 1789 five of the fifteen American ships in Canton hailed from Sa-
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lem, but after 1790 that share declined steeply. In effect only seventeen
of the eighty-seven ships that Joseph Peabody sent to the Orient went
to China; the remainder sailed to other destinations such as Mauritius,
India, and Sumatra. By 1790 the China trade accounted for approxi-
mately one-seventh of America’s imports. It is characteristic of the
early years of the old China trade that the ships’ records and the mate-
rial objects that were brought home have been so carefully preserved.
Many of these objects can be found in the Peabody Essex Museum of
Salem, Massachusetts, which now also holds the treasures from the for-
mer Captain Forbes China Museum of Milton, Massachusetts. From
the diaries of William Bentley we know that, around 1800, the inhabit-
ants of Salem would dress up once a year in Chinese and Japanese attire
and walk in a long, carnivalesque cavalcade through the streets of their
small town.54 In a recent Benjamin Franklin exposition in Philadelphia
it was said that in Franklin’s time, one out of five households in Phila-
delphia ate from China ware.55

Anybody who would like to know what it was like to sail in those
days to the Orient should read that American classic Delano’s Voyages
of Commerce and Discovery.56 Amasa Delano’s adventures took him to
China, the Pacific Islands, Australia, and South America from 1789 un-
til 1807, when President Thomas Jefferson’s Embargo Act is said to
have brought American overseas trade to a sudden stop.57

Interestingly enough, the Dutch consul in Philadelphia, Pieter van
Berckel, witnessed all these new developments and warned the States-
General at The Hague that the Americans might well become formida-
ble rivals and challengers to the Dutch East India Company’s position
in the Orient. He may have been right in predicting the enormous in-
crease in the American presence in Asia, but little did he know that it
would be the Americans who would bail out the Dutch in Batavia, Na-
gasaki, and Canton ten years later, when their country was invaded by
the French and trade between Europe and Asia almost ceased.58 The
Napoleonic wars in Europe meant a tremendous loss for those coun-
tries that were not in the English camp, but provided a great boost for
the commerce of the neutral American republic, until its self-imposed
embargo under Jefferson in 1807 to 1809 and the renewed war with
England that lasted from 1812 to 1815. A random look at the Batavian
port register says it all: in 1804 the roadstead of Batavia was visited by
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ninety foreign ships: six Danish, two Spanish, two Portuguese, two
French, two Swedish, two “Moorish” vessels, and no fewer than sev-
enty-four American sailing ships!

Ups and Downs

This rough sketch of the trade situation in the China Seas at the end
of the eighteenth century shows that while the Chinese junk trade
reached dimensions it had never known in the past and served an ex-
tended network of overseas Chinese settlements, both Batavia and Na-
gasaki, erstwhile termini of Chinese overseas trade, had been down-
graded to peripheral ports in the huashang network. In Nagasaki, this
was the result of the Tokugawa bakufu’s deliberate policy of self-
sufficiency, which sought to make Japan independent from the Chinese
world economy. The Batavian administration, on the other hand, faced
regional and global developments to which it could not formulate an
appropriate response. The reorganization of the Dutch tea trade and
the creation of a direct trading link between the Dutch Republic and
Canton effectively eliminated the junk trade in Batavia, the most im-
portant source of income for its urban economy. The entry of English
country traders into the Indonesian Archipelago and the China Sea re-
gion completely changed the rules of the game—or perhaps it would be
better to say that, by interacting with the Bugis and Iranun networks,
these interlopers did away with all the existing rules.

How different was the situation in Canton! By the 1790s, trade at
this port was booming as never before. This period of irrepressible
growth in the Canton trade represented the last triumph of the Qian-
long Emperor, whose extensive campaigns to the west had almost dou-
bled the size of his empire in his own lifetime. Yet this was no time
for complacency. Although the Chinese administration at Canton had
been very successful in shoving all trade with the foreigners into the
hands of the security merchants, who were responsible for everything,
the situation along China’s southern maritime border ran out of con-
trol. For most of the period between 1790 and 1810, the coasts of
Guangdong and Guangxi Provinces were ravaged by bands of pirates
and smugglers to an extent not seen in ages.59 This underscores once
more a point that I made in the first chapter. The Manchu regime saw
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the control of its own unruly subjects as its primary concern. For-
eigners could be taken care of through the various checks and balances
of the Canton system; hanjian were an entirely different matter.

The emporiums of Batavia, Nagasaki, and Canton were created to
keep optimal control over the flow of trade into and out of East and
Southeast Asia. At the end of the eighteenth century, all three ports
met with a combination of internal and external challenges that threat-
ened their status quo. Indeed, how utterly bewildering these devel-
opments must have been. Batavia collapsed because of the changing
fortunes in global trade, and Nagasaki’s trade dwindled as a result of
national policy. But Canton experienced a meteoric rise thanks to tea, a
unique article of export that only China could offer to the world. This
success came at a cost for the Chinese people, however. The conquest
of Bengal gave the English East India Company the opportunity to tap
the local taxation systems of that vast region, although to do so it had to
raise huge armies, which by the end of the century numbered almost a
hundred thousand men. Through aggressive British army campaigns,
the Mughals’ poppy plantations fell into the lap of the new rulers of the
Raj, who did not miss a chance to develop them and export their perni-
cious product in ever greater quantities to Southeast Asia and China,
ultimately throwing entire societies out of balance. How these stormy
developments led to the accumulation of huge private fortunes in India
and a flurry of accusations of corruption that shook even the British es-
tablishment in London is only too well known.60

It is indeed ironic that Britain, the nation that prided itself on having
first exposed the excrescences of the American slave trade (in which it
had been by far the greatest participant) after it had lost the American
colonies, from the moment that its so-called second empire in India
was taking shape, was engaged in the master planning of another kind
of enslavement in Asia: opium addiction. The story of how this created
all kinds of tension within the English community at Canton, between
unruly captains of the country trading vessels and the supercargoes of
the East India Company residing in Canton, has been told in detail by
Liu, Pritchard, and Morse.61

Last but not least, the French Revolution, and in its aftermath the
Napoleonic Wars, had a worldwide impact on trade. The Dutch were
all too aware of the tremendous upheaval caused by this revolution, but
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it occurred far beyond the horizon of the Qing and Tokugawa govern-
ments—although both were informed about the rise of Napoleon. The
Dutch in Batavia were the only ones who saw what was coming and
tried to navigate through the Scylla and Charybdis of a faltering trad-
ing company and the occupation of their own fatherland.
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T 3
Bridging the Divide

What is man that thou art mindful of him?
T Psalm 8:4

Thus far we have seen how the persistently suspicious stance of the
Chinese and Japanese regimes vis-à-vis the overseas trading ventures of
their own subjects determined and shaped the ways in which the Euro-
pean traders entered the China Sea trade and ended up in the empo-
riums of Canton and Nagasaki. We have also reviewed the various
administrative control mechanisms for overseas trade that were devel-
oped in the ports of Batavia, Canton, and Nagasaki, and observed how
these were affected by shifts in global trade near the end of the eigh-
teenth century.

In this last chapter we will look at human agency, what Braudel
called “le temps individuel,” the rapid rhythm of “individual” time, as ex-
perienced by persons living then. We cannot possibly get a feel for
these three Asian port cities if we do not listen to the individual voices
of those who visited them, and lived and worked there. How did Chi-
nese, Japanese, and Dutch traders testify to the times in which they
lived, and how did they reflect on the “human condition” in the ports
where they worked and lived? Limitations of time and space force me
to make some personal and highly subjective choices, which to some
extent are also comments on and rebuttals of views that have been aired
elsewhere in the literature.

I began the first chapter by referring to Thomas More, because it
was really in his lifetime that European thinkers started to ponder
other (non-Christian) cultures, what they had to offer and what they
were lacking. The ongoing quest for an existing “Paradise on Earth”
that was typical of the Middle Ages was now over.1 The notion that
such a place might really exist was replaced with philosophizing about
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imagined, ideal societies, and with critical observations of one’s own
and others’ vices and virtues by way of encomiums such as Erasmus’s
Laus stultitiae (In Praise of Folly), which he dedicated to Thomas More,
and, for that matter, Montaigne’s well-known essay on les cannibales.

I happen to be a fellow townsman of Erasmus Roterodamus, al-
though the port city by the Maas of five hundred years ago had little in
common with the modern one, especially since the Second World War.
I was born just after that war in a town heavily scarred by bombing.
Rotterdam’s entire historic center, the original triangle within the city
walls, was completely wiped out by German bombers in May 1940. Re-
markably, the statue of Erasmus, the oldest public statue in the Nether-
lands, survived the conflagration unscathed, just as the humanistic mes-
sage of this promoter of peace survived the terrible religious wars of
the sixteenth century, and in fact the onslaught of the centuries, in his
ironic adage: “Dulce bellum inexpertis” (War is sweet to those without
experience of it).2 It took several years to remove all the ruins, and close
to my parents’ home in the suburb of Kralingen, part of the rubble was
dumped in a lake and turned into islands that now, fifty years later,
idyllically covered with lawns, brush, and trees, look like a heavenly gift
of nature. My whole youth was engulfed by the stamping and hissing
sound of steam engines driving piles into the soft ground on which the
new buildings of Rotterdam arose.

Unlike Nagasaki’s citizens, who were bombed without warning five
years later with a hundred times more destructive force, the vast major-
ity of Rotterdam’s burghers were able to flee the blaze when the Ger-
man bombers attacked. The numbers are telling: in Nagasaki, almost
70,000 people died from the direct impact and another 75,000 from the
aftereffects of the atom bomb, while in Rotterdam no more than 900
people were killed by the Stukas’ incendiary bombs. In both cases,
threats of more bombing of other cities brought an end to the hostili-
ties: the Dutch were subjected to five years of German occupation and
persecution; the Japanese to American occupation, but they were liber-
ated from an oppressive militaristic regime.

Nowadays the carefully restored St. Laurens Church, dedicated to
the tutelary saint of the sailors, with the statue of Erasmus in front of
it, and Zadkine’s dramatic sculpture Town without Heart overlooking
the waterfront, remind us of Rotterdam’s past. The Rotterdam of the
1950s and early 1960s in which I grew up was a bustling port city that
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in those years surpassed New York as the premier port in the world.
The wide Maas River was chockablock with barges, tugboats, ferry-
boats, coasters, cargo liners, and tramp steamers, to say nothing of the
stately passenger liners of the Holland-America Line, which docked in
the middle of the city. All of that has vanished since the advent of inter-
continental air traffic and container shipping, but it was an unforgetta-
ble sight that made virtually every adventurous boy dream of signing
on to sail away over the horizon. Down by the docks one could find
sailors roaming the quays, ship chandlers, boardinghouses, taverns,
and, on the southern bank of the river, the red-light district of Ka-
tendrecht, which also happened to be the home of a sizable community
of the so-called Pinda Chinezen, or “peanut Chinese.”

In the 1950s port cities still had their own character, dynamic life,
and romance, because the ships remained in the docks for a week or
more, often close to or in the middle of town. Those who grew up in
Boston when its wharves were still part of a working waterfront, not
yuppie housing developments and marinas, will understand what I am
talking about. Today travelers move around in planes, ports have been
replaced by impersonal airport terminals, and the occasional visiting
cruise liners look less like oceangoing vessels than floating toasters in a
Disney film. That is not to say that ports do not exist anymore; like
snakes shedding their skin, they have moved away from wharves near
the city and closer to the sea, or in the case of Europort, today’s version
of Rotterdam, literally into the sea.

A closer look at the experience of living in a port city may help us ex-
plain the city’s responses to its constantly changing environment. Rot-
terdam’s ubiquitous Pinda Chinezen were as much an indication and re-
minder of historic change as the ruins of the city center. These men
were among the thousands of Chinese sailors, mostly boilermen or
stokers from the Wenzhou region in Zhejiang Province, who were laid
off midvoyage during the Depression of the 1930s and now eked out a
living selling peanut cookies in the street, crying, “Pinda pinda lekka
lekka!” (“Peanut peanut tasty tasty!”). If ever there was a testimony
to the effects of global trade on private life, it would seem to be the
sorry tale of these peanut vendors.3 But that is not the end of the story.
When the postwar Dutch economy picked up again in the 1950s, the
peanut Chinese disappeared one after another from the streets as they
left to start their own Chinese restaurants. Within two decades these
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private enterprises mushroomed to such an extent that today there are
more Chinese restaurants than any other kind of restaurant in the
Netherlands.

Voices

This triptych of Batavia, Canton, and Nagasaki would not be complete
if we did not meet with some of the individuals who made their living
there and left us their recollections. Obviously it is impossible to de-
vote equal space to all types of actors on the port-city scene. I must
also confess that we are facing the problem of scarcity of sources. We
may skip “exotic and peripheral groups” like the Iranun, who raided
the coast of Sumatra and the Bangka Strait, and the Chinese pirates
who knocked about Chinese coastal waters in the 1790s, if only be-
cause they did not actually descend on the ports of Batavia and Can-
ton, although they certainly succeeded in destabilizing the traffic in
the coastal waters.4 But would it not be wonderful to hear Chinese
huashang tell their tales? And what about female voices?

In the contemporary sources men occasionally refer to women, but
we do not really hear the latter speak for themselves in the encounter
between East and West, with that one remarkable exception, of course,
of a formidable woman of Dutch-Japanese descent in Batavia, Cornelia
van Nijenrode, who, notwithstanding the Japanese maritime prohibi-
tions, continued to correspond with her mother in Japan.5 A penny for
the thoughts of the Tanka women who used to ferry foreigners in Can-
ton and sometimes provided them with some extra care under the tar-
paulin of their sampan’s cabin, or the prostitutes of “Lob Lob Creek,”
“who,” according to William Hickey, “if required so to do, board the
boats passing up or down, and thus satisfy the carnal appetites of the
people belonging to the ships, this being the only spot where opportu-
nities of that nature offer.”6 Or what about the women who chose to
share their lives with foreign husbands in Macao, like the Chinese wife
of the Dutch supercargo Hemmingson. She followed him from Batavia
to China, ran his household in Macao, and eventually accompanied
him to the Netherlands, where they settled down in The Hague.7 That
possibility did not exist for the female companions of the Dutch on
Deshima. Japanese yujo, “ladies of pleasure” from the famous Maruyama
District in Nagasaki, were allowed to visit Deshima and cheer up the
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lonely Dutchmen confined on that little island, as the following senryu
suggests: “Maruyama no koi wa ichiman sanzenri” (“Love at Maruyama
bridges a distance of thirteen thousand miles”).8

Female Voices

The only other distinct and articulate female voice that I have run
across in the literature is that of the widow of the pirate chief Ching
Yih, who became a chief herself and in the end acted as a voice of rea-
son in persuading her followers to surrender en masse to the governor
of Canton in 1811. The writer of the Jinghai fenji (History of the
Pacification of the Pirates), which appeared in 1830, quotes her as say-
ing to her followers when the game was up: “We being driven about on
the ocean, without having any fixed habitation—pray let us go to Can-
ton to inform the government, to state the reason of the recoiling
waves, to clear up all doubts, and to agree on what day or in what place
we shall make our submission.” When her words did not produce the
desired effect, she and some other women took the initiative to go to
Canton to see the governor in person, forcing the pirates to admit that
they were sending their wives to settle the surrender.9
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One other female voice that has come to us is like Edvard Munch’s
compelling scream: it is the unstoppable shrieking and sobbing of a fe-
male slave, who was taken to Batavia by a Chinese merchant after he
had purchased her on the island of Bali. During the sea voyage to
Batavia the continuous wailing and shrieking of the girl so upset her
new owner that he simply threw her overboard. It is but a glimpse of
colonial life, but that shrieking woman will haunt those who read about
her sad end in the Minutes of the Kong Koan of Batavia, that treasure
trove of information on the daily life in an early modern Chinatown.10

Chinese Voices

Male Chinese voices expressing personal views about the encounters
between East and West in these ports are rare. Even less do we hear
from the Chinese merchant adventurers, the huashang, whose epic en-
terprise forms the warp and woof of these chapters. It would be absurd
to suggest that the Chinese were so self-involved that they were not cu-
rious about foreigners or foreign cultures. It is well known that at a cer-
tain phase in his life, the Yongzheng Emperor himself (who reigned
from 1722 to 1735) showed considerable interest in the architecture,
manners, and dress of Europe. He has been portrayed wearing a peri-
wig and dressed in Western clothes. The pavilions in the Yuan Ming
Garden constructed by his successor, the Qianlong Emperor, reflected
all kinds of Western architecture. Without doubt the Roman Catholic
priests at the court had a hand in this.

Laura Hostetler has made the point that in the course of the eigh-
teenth century, as the size of the Manchu empire almost doubled, the
Manchus showed considerable “ethnographic” and “cartographic” in-
terest in the people recently subjugated by them. She also notes the
quest for knowledge about non-Chinese peoples on the empire’s inter-
nal frontiers, which was carried out by official representatives of the
Qing state with increasingly rigorous empirical methods.11 Yet all of
this interest seems to have added up to little more than pure descrip-
tion and depiction, rich in detail but lacking in depth. Even in Chi-
nese novels of the period there is very little to be found about Sino-
European interaction in Canton.

One of the very few Chinese who traveled overseas and left an ac-
count of his adventures in Java is Wang Dahai, who between 1783 and
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1793 served as preceptor to the children of the Chinese captain of
Pekalongan, a small port town on the north coast of Java. This learned
Chinese sojourner did not have much patience with the indigenous
people of the archipelago and wrote as little as possible about them.
Considering that he actually lived on Java for ten years, the following
description is no less than absurd: “Regarding the manners of the na-
tives, with their uncouth forms, their singular appearances, dwelling in
hollow trees, and residing in caverns, with their woolly hair and tat-
tooed bodies, their naked persons and uncooked food, and all such
monstrous and unheard of matters, it is scarcely worthwhile wasting
one’s breath upon them.”12

The account Wang gives of Batavia and its European inhabitants is
one of distance and Confucian condescension. He admired the build-
ings in the town but was very puzzled by the strange behavior of the
Dutch: “Every seven days there is a religious ceremony when, from
nine to eleven in the morning, they go to the place of worship, to recite
prayers and mumble charms; the hearers hanging down their heads and
weeping, as if there was something affecting in it all; but after half an
hour’s jabber they are allowed to disperse, and away they go to feast in
their garden houses, and spend the whole day in delight, without at-
tending to any business.”13

Mr. Wang apparently did not feel comfortable in the barbarian re-
gions. The feelings expressed about “otherness” or alienation abun-
dantly show Wang Dahai’s strong sense of his own identity as a wen-
ren, a well-educated man, in eighteenth-century colonial Java. “There
are no writings of philosophers and poets, wherewith to beguile the
time; nor any friends of like mind, to soothe one’s feelings; no deep
caverns or lofty towers, to which one could resort for an excursion; all
which is very much to be lamented.”14

Home is where the heart is. For our present purposes it is interesting
to note a rhapsody by Luo Fangbo, the founding father of the Lanfang
kongsi (clan association) on Kalimantan. Luo Fangbo pours out his
heart about his sojourn in the gold-mining regions of West Borneo. A
few lines from this poem clearly evoke his “out of place” feeling:

Now this place lies in the tropical zone
The sun fills the air with humid, steaming vapours
The vegetation really knows no season here . . .
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Things are called by different names
and the Chinese and the barbarians speak entirely different

tongues . . .
Alas! In this barbarian dwelling under torrential rains,
My body wastes away under heavy toils . . .
Among this great scenery of mountains and waters,
I cannot but weep at all these wasted years!15

Could it be that the Chinese abroad simply were filled with homesick-
ness? One thing is certain: we find a startling lack of interest in West-
ern affairs on the part of the Chinese. Occasionally one runs across a
sentimental poem about a Western object such as a rusty sword, a
jiaban quan (a Western square-rigger) with rigging like cobwebs, or cu-
rious stories in contemporary novels about strange Western contrap-
tions used for erotic purposes. There actually is a Chinese novel about
the foreign trade in Canton: the Shenlouzi by Yushan Laozi, which was
published in 1804. Unfortunately, not one word is wasted on the for-
eign devils themselves, although the author shows great interest in
Western curiosa, such as the 28 clocks, 182 large and small watches,
and mirrors and glassware that were seized from a corrupt and abusive
Hoppo (the customs official), and also automatons that served wine and
two very ingenious foreign-made beds designed for deflowering young
virgins.16 It is a bit disappointing, but there it is.

Japanese Voices

In marked contrast to the lack of interest in foreigners among the
Chinese, we find quite a number of narratives by the Japanese about
fleeting encounters with Dutchmen or with Western objects and in-
ventions. More important, these accounts make it possible for us to
gauge how the writers responded to Western ideas and to follow them
in their attempts to translate Western medical and scientific works and
make them accessible to their fellow Japanese. What is most apparent
from the surviving Chinese and Japanese literature is that while an au-
thor like Wang Dahai seems to have been interested mainly in dispar-
aging the customs and manners of the barbarians, a select group of
Japanese scholars and artists called rangakusha (students of Dutch
learning), or rampeki (those “hooked” on Holland), reveal, as Donald
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Keene has put it, “extreme inquisitiveness mixed with the fondness for
the exotic,” and also a new restless and receptive spirit that was herding
the Japanese public into a new age—that of modern Japan.17 There is
no way in which I can do justice here to these Japanese scholars of
the late eighteenth century, but fortunately Timon Screech, Martha
Chaiklin, Calvin French, and many others have published widely on
the innovative techniques that sprang from Japan’s encounter with the
West.18

That this receptive mood would emerge in the relatively isolated is-
land empire of Japan is surprising. In spite of the maritime prohibi-
tions, or kaikin, Japanese sailors who had been blown off course or
shipwrecked occasionally washed up on far-away foreign shores. In the
rare cases when these castaways made it back home, they were thor-
oughly debriefed by the shogunal authorities, who normally went to
great lengths to keep them from telling others what they had seen and
experienced abroad. Probably the best-known peregrinations are those
of Kodayu, a Japanese ship captain from Ise, who, after seven months
of drifting in the Pacific in 1783, washed up in the Aleutian Islands,
which were then Russian territory. He and his surviving shipmates
ended up several years later in Kamchatka and from there were taken
to Irkutsk in Siberia. In Irkutsk he met with a Finnish scholar, Erik
Laxman, who took the Japanese survivors to St. Petersburg, where they
were granted an audience with Catherine the Great.19

In 1792 Kodayu and two remaining companions were escorted back
to the port of Nemuro on Ezo (Hokkaido) in northern Japan by
Laxman’s son, who also delivered a letter from the Russian government
asking for trading privileges. The curt but polite answer that Laxman
took home was that he had come to the wrong address and that a re-
quest for trade should be made at Nagasaki, the usual place for all deal-
ings with foreigners. Not until 1804 did the Russians send an en-
voy, Count Resanov, to Nagasaki. After Kodayu had been debriefed by
the shogunal authorities, the physician and rangakusha Katsuragawa
Hoshu took it upon himself to interrogate the former castaway in more
detail about his experiences. His notes were published as Hokusa
bunryaku (A Brief Report on the Castaways in the North) and included
a short description of Russia, drawn from a Dutch book that had been
given to Hoshu by Gijsbert Hemmij, the Dutch factory head on
Deshima.20
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The miraculous adventures of Kodayu were not taken seriously by
all Japanese. One reader, Shiba Kokan, a Japanese painter, bon vivant,
and rangakusha of sorts, was very critical of the book. Kokan loved to
experiment with Western art techniques. Using a Dutch drawing man-
ual, he had taught himself perspective and shading; he prided himself
on having made the first copper etchings in Japan; and he prepared his
own colored oil pigments for his Western-style paintings. If his experi-
ments in oil painting cannot be compared with the fine craftsmanship
of Chinese painters at Canton, who had quickly learned how to imitate
Western art, Kokan did express his ideas clearly in an essay on Western
art, writing that Western painting represented a more profound way of
looking at nature than did the traditional Chinese and Japanese way of
using the brush.21

Curious to see the Dutch in their lodgings on Deshima, Kokan made
the long trip to Nagasaki in 1788, which he described in his KÇkan saiyÉ
nikki (Diary of Kokan’s Trip to the West).22 He made many drawings
on the way, and at Hirado he drew a picture of the small pagoda erected
in honor of that local paragon of filial piety, Cornelia van Nijenrode,
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the banished daughter of a Dutch merchant and his Japanese wife,
who continued to send secret letters to her mother from Batavia.23 On
Deshima, Kokan made a quick sketch of the room of the factory chief,
who, knowing very well that this was a rather exotic interior to Japa-
nese eyes and seeing that his Japanese visitor was looking at all the
paintings on the wall, asked him if he liked it. Kokan, although he felt
a bit slighted by this condescending question, replied “that he was
dazzled by the splendor.”24 With his curiosity for everything strange,
Kokan forms in fact the ideal trait d’union between Japan and the West.

Now that we have seen some Chinese and Japanese impressions of
visitors from the West, I would like to turn to three Dutch individuals.
Andreas van Braam Houckgeest, Isaac Titsingh, and Hendrik Doeff
lived and worked in East and Southeast Asia in the period under study.
What they all have in common is that they have been described by their
contemporaries as block-headed “Mynheeren” who stood in the way of
early nineteenth-century progress, or by esteemed scholars such as
Donald Keene as “willing to submit to [such] indignities [as kowtow-
ing] in the hope of profit . . . most of them completely uninterested in
Japan.”25 Such epithets reflect the typical bias of contemporary Eng-
lishmen, who believed the world was waiting to be enlightened by
them, and also the view of the occasional Orientalist today who mea-
sures Westerners of the past by his own social background and educa-
tion, without really knowing much about the worldview, background,
or education of these Dutchmen, or even the circumstances in which
they lived and worked.

In one way or another, these three gentlemen—Van Braam, Tits-
ingh, and Doeff—shed light on the period that concerns us here. Their
importance derives not as much from the decisive roles they played at
the time (although for nationalist reasons, Doeff turned out to be a cel-
ebrated figure in his day) as from the fact that they were on the spot at a
moment when everything seemed to be in flow, and have left us vivid
eyewitness accounts of the final days of the Dutch East India Company
and the chaotic times in which they lived.

It so happens that all three men have recently been saved from rela-
tive obscurity. A few years ago a biography of Titsingh was published
in Dutch by Frank Lequin, and a slightly hurried study by Timon
Screech appeared in 2006.26 The revival of interest in A. E. van Braam
Houckgeest and Hendrik Doeff is due to the efforts of their North
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American descendants. In the early 1990s Edward Barnsley of New-
town, Pennsylvania, published an exhaustive biography about his mer-
curial ancestor Van Braam, and Hendrik Doeff’s Herinneringen van
Japan (Recollections of Japan) was translated from the original Dutch
by Annick Doeff.27

Isaac Titsingh

Isaac Titsingh (1745–1812) was the scion of a distinguished burgher
family of physicians with close ties to the VOC management in Am-
sterdam. What made him unusual as a Company servant was his excel-
lent education. He joined the physicians’ guild of Amsterdam in 1764
and one year later he obtained a doctorate in law at Leiden University.
During his years in the service of the VOC, Titsingh served in Batavia,
Japan, and India, and finally headed an embassy to the Qianlong Em-
peror of China. During the forty-four months that Titsingh intermit-
tently spent in Japan in between 1779 and 1784, he developed a pro-
found interest in things Japanese, and he tried to learn as much as
possible about the country and its people from his isolated position on
Deshima. Under difficult circumstances he gained the confidence of
one of the governors of Nagasaki and of Lord Shimazu, the daimyo of
Satsuma, who actually became the father-in-law of the shogun. Unlike
any Dutchman before him, Titsingh developed personal friendships
with some of these people in high positions.

It was Titsingh’s intention to devote himself fully to the study of Ja-
pan after his retirement and to oversee the publication of Japanese
sources in English and French translations. To put it in his own words,
“It was his ambition to gain more knowledge of a nation so civilized, so
inquisitive, and so little estimated at its true value in Europe.”28 Even
after he left Japan and became director of the VOC factory at Chinsura
in Bengal, he continued to correspond with his friends in Japan about
matters of Japanese history, and he also enlisted the help of his succes-
sors at Deshima. All these correspondents contributed in one way or
another to the collection of materials for his magnum opus. It was no
easy matter for Titsingh to keep this correspondence going. On one
occasion a VOC ship, the Belvliet, sank near Burma, taking with it
batches of carefully copied and edited materials.29 It is from Titsingh’s
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intimate correspondence with one of his successors in particular, Van
Reede, that we get a closer insight into his personal fancies and also the
loves he could not forget, such as his female companion Oekinisan,
who was now at Van Reede’s side. As the latter wrote him: “Oekinisan
is sitting right now next to me on the canapé [sofa] playing the samisen,
which is her usual amusement and occupation while I am working, and
to which I have grown so accustomed, that her music doesn’t disturb
me the least.”30 Even though she was well taken care of, Titsingh con-
tinued to send his former Japanese mistress little presents, such as a
ring and calico fabrics.

Upon his departure on his second trip to Japan, at the end of June
1781, Titsingh was already aware of black clouds massing on the hori-
zon. On 12 June 1781 the governor-general and councilors in Batavia
had received the (unofficial) news that England had declared war on
the Dutch Republic in December 1780. Immediately they sent letters
to all their offices in the East to inform their representatives of this di-
saster and to warn them against any English attempts to take posses-
sion of Dutch settlements. Titsingh carried this letter with him to Ja-
pan, conscious of the fact that if war really had been declared, Batavia
might be unable to send a ship to Japan in the following year.

When no Dutch ship appeared on the roadstead of Deshima because
of the Anglo-Dutch War, Titsingh chose not to disclose the real reason
to the Japanese. Instead, he used this opportunity to vent his feelings
about the impolite treatment he and his men often received at De-
shima. He told the governor of Nagasaki that this probably was the
reason why no ship had been sent: the Batavian government was tired
of the Japanese authorities’ high-handed treatment of its servants. Tits-
ingh apparently spent some of his leisure time reading the factory ar-
chives in Deshima, and he dug up a letter written in 1641(!) by Gover-
nor-General Antonio van Diemen to the opperhoofd of Deshima, Johan
van Elseracq, in which the latter was advised “that we [the Dutch] do
not come to Japan to serve her, and to obey her strict laws, but to enjoy
the profits from the trade.”31 On this occasion the governor of Naga-
saki, who clearly was concerned about the nonarrival of the annual
Dutch ship, asked Titsingh for the building plans for an East Indiaman
so that the Japanese could build a Dutch ship themselves, which would
be used for the transport of copper from Osaka to Nagasaki. Titsingh
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took him at his word and provided him instead with information on
how to build a Dutch sailing barge of the type used to transport cargoes
in the coastal waters of Holland.32

Five years later his successor, Hendrik Romberg, saw the ship that
had been constructed on the basis of the information provided by Tits-
ingh and some Chinese shipwrights, who had also been consulted:

The interpreters came to tell me that a barge, which had been
made after the ship model of a barge which was sent here three
years ago, has arrived from Osaka. It can hold roughly twice as
much as an ordinary large barge . . . The Japanese call it
sankoekmal—which means “copied from three countries,” namely
Holland, China and Japan—but it does not resemble anything ei-
ther Dutch or Chinese, and glancing at it, it does not seem possi-
ble that it can carry that much cargo, but I am used to the fact that
the Japanese are prone to exaggeration.33

A few months later Romberg was informed that the “three-countries
ship” had run aground on its way to Matsumae in northern Japan. The
Dutch chief of Deshima almost triumphantly concluded: “Thus it is
proved that they [the Japanese] should not busy themselves trying to
copy something strange, for they do not know how to handle it, as I
myself witnessed, when it came sailing into the bay.” The first Japanese
attempts to design a hybrid vessel within the limitations of the existing
kaikin regulations thus misfired.34

Many, many years later, in 1859, a Dutch naval commander visited a
port in southern Kyushu and to his surprise saw what looked like a very
antique ghost ship. When he asked after the origins of this curious
three-master with its red lacquered hull, he was told that it had been
built along the lines of a Dutch East Indiaman as recently as 1852 at
Mito, just one year before Commodore Perry arrived at Shimoda Bay.
Clearly the dream of building a real sailing ship along the lines of a
VOC ship had continued to haunt the Japanese shipwrights, yet when
they at last built one, they were at least a century late.35

Here we briefly take leave of Titsingh, but we will meet him again
soon in his last commission in the service of the Dutch East India
Company, as envoy to the Qianlong Emperor, a rather arduous mission
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that he carried out in the company of the person to whom I would
now like to turn.

Andreas Everardus van Braam Houckgeest

If there ever was anybody who resembled Voltaire’s Candide in real life,
it was Andreas Everardus van Braam Houckgeest (1739–1801), bet-
ter known in America as Van Braam. Notwithstanding the ups and
downs in his eventful life, he always saw “le meilleur des choses dans ce
meilleur des mondes,” the best of all possible worlds. It is easy to poke
fun at this larger-than-life, rotund character, who had a mercurial tem-
per. As his American grandson Cincinnatus Roberts later recollected,
after giving vent to one of his not infrequent fits of thundering anger,
Van Braam could be overheard plucking his guitar, softly singing, a
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fado perhaps, in a falsetto voice.36 Van Braam was a very interesting
man—a polyglot, a declared supporter of the American Revolution and
the enlightened ideas of the patriot movement in the Netherlands, a
writer of tracts and manuals (including a Portuguese grammar), a lover
of women, a man who actually carried out his ideas, and who twice
tried to build a new life in the United States. All this can be best sum-
marized in his personal motto, In magnis Voluisse sat est (In matters of
great importance, striving is enough), which, incidentally, was also used
by Erasmus in his In Praise of Folly.

Van Braam received his early training as a cadet in the Dutch navy.
Independent and adventurous by nature, he decided to leave the service
at the age of nineteen and signed up with the VOC on one of the Com-
pany’s first direct voyages to Canton. On his second trip home from
China, in 1763, he made a stop at the Cape of Good Hope to marry
Catharina Cornelia Gertruida, Baroness Van Reede van Oudtshoorn,
the third daughter (among thirteen children) of the local Dutch gover-
nor. After one more long stint at Canton, Van Braam decided in 1773
that he had amassed a large enough fortune to repatriate and live with
his family as a person of independent means. Back in Holland he soon
got interested in local politics and became a promoter of the Enlight-
enment-inspired democratic patriot movement. He followed with no
less enthusiasm the developments in America when the Revolution
broke out, even writing letters of recommendation to Benjamin Frank-
lin on behalf of his cousins who wished to join the American navy. This
particular moment in Dutch history and its direct links with the early
history of the United States of America have been well documented by
two eminent American historians: Simon Schama, in his Patriots and
Liberators, and Barbara Tuchman, in The First Salute.37 The latter title
refers to the first salute given to the Stars and Stripes, on 16 November
1776, by the Dutch governor of the Caribbean island of St. Eustatius,
which acted as a main supply station for the Americans in the early
years of the Revolution. This and other behavior by the Dutch, who
chose to stay neutral, was the final straw for the British. They were cer-
tainly aware of the considerable financial help given by the Dutch
Republic to the Americans. In December 1780 the British declared
war against the Dutch, and a little more than a month later Admiral
Rodney carried out a hatchet job on St. Eustatius, the “Golden Rock,”
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from which it would not recover until cruise-ship tourism put it back
on the map in the last decades of the twentieth century.38

When the Fourth Anglo-Dutch War broke out, trade came to a
complete stop. Because the patriot movement failed to make much
headway in Dutch politics, Van Braam impetuously sold all his be-
longings and in 1783 took his wife and five children to the United
States, where he settled in Charleston, South Carolina, as a merchant
and rice farmer. In the spring of 1784 he acquired American citizen-
ship. The family’s emigration turned into a colossal personal tragedy,
however. Shortly after the Van Braams had established themselves in
Charleston four of the children died in a diphtheria epidemic, and not
long afterward the paterfamilias was duped out of his money by his new
business associates—or perhaps his own business deals, “always con-
ducted by devious means and involved transactions,” had proved his
undoing.39

Heartbroken, Van Braam was forced to return to the Netherlands
with his wife, but they left behind their first daughter, who had married
an American gentleman, Captain Richard Brooke Roberts, the fore-
father of the family historian Edward Barnsley. Back in Holland, Van
Braam was able to sign up once more for the position of supercargo
in Canton. Thus we find him back in China in July 1790, where he im-
mediately began to rebuild his personal wealth, now with the help
of American shipping. Thanks to Barnsley’s research we know that, as
a sideline to his VOC duties, Van Braam bought or loaded at least
seven American ships for private trade during the years 1792 to 1795.40

Even Amasa Delano, the famous Yankee adventurer, was involved in
affairs with Van Braam, but having lost a great sum of money he chose
to remain remarkably taciturn about those ventures in his travel ac-
count.41 How risky affairs of trade were we learn from the corres-
pondence of Charles de Constant, a Swiss merchant in French ser-
vice, who left an incisive eyewitness account of the trade at Canton.42

Jean Baptiste Piron wrote De Constant, who had returned to Geneva:
“Van Braam is a terrific fellow for business, this is the third vessel
freighted by him for Ostende [in Belgium]. He sends a fourth,
freighted with tea, to New York as soon as an American shows up.
Then the cargo is bought by him, and sent away with unbelievable
speed. I am afraid that he will have to suffer for it; these vessels all are
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in bad condition and will have to pass the Cape of Good Hope in the
bad season.”43

As head of the Canton factory, Van Braam noted with particular glee
the failure of the Macartney embassy to the court of the Qianlong Em-
peror in 1793. It was well known to the European merchants in Canton
that the British aspired to secure a foothold of their own in the Canton
delta, and this plan now fell through. (It would not be achieved until
the seizure of Hong Kong with the Nanjing Treaty in 1842.)

In an act of one-upmanship, Van Braam devised a plan of his own
that would enable him to travel through China, see the country, and
describe it in a travelogue as his Dutch predecessors had done twice in
the seventeenth century. Both of those journeys had resulted in well-
known illustrated works that had been translated into many languages.
He wrote a letter to the governor-general in Batavia stating that the
viceroy of Canton had invited all Western trading nations to send an
envoy to the Qianlong Emperor to congratulate him on the sixtieth an-
niversary of his reign. And although all the other nations failed to fol-
low up on this invitation, the government of Batavia decided to dele-
gate Isaac Titsingh, who had just returned from Chinsura, to head its
embassy to the Manchu throne. Titsingh had actually entertained the
British envoy Macartney when he visited Batavia on his way to China
in the spring of 1793.44

A lot of ink has been spent on the embassy of Lord Macartney to
the Qing court, by Macartney himself; by his second-in-command,
Staunton; by the secretary to the mission, Barrow; and by a footman,
Anderson, who accompanied him. Anderson was the first to write about
the diplomatic failure, immortalizing it with the words: “We entered
Peking like paupers; we remained in it like prisoners; and we quitted it
like vagrants.”45 Later historians of trade, such as Morse, Pritchard,
Greenberg, and Dermigny, also wrote about this embassy.46

But the best known work on the topic is by the French politician
Alain Peyrefitte, who, on the occasion of the embassy’s two-hundredth
anniversary, wrote an entertaining book on the failed enterprise.47 En-
tertaining because it is well written and well researched, but also be-
cause of the light it throws on Peyrefitte himself. For those who have
read his writings on China over the years, books with such prophetic ti-
tles as Quand la Chine s’éveillera (When China Awakes), Un choc de cul-
tures (A Shock of Cultures), and La Chine s’éveille (China Awakes), it is
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clear that Peyrefitte’s underlying theme has been the simple mantra: If
only Chairman Mao had listened to me when I met him as President
De Gaulle’s special envoy in 1969!

Yet what an academic enterprise Peyrefitte undertook. He sagaciously
hired a team of sinologists to translate documents from the Chinese ar-
chives. Like so many authors before and even after him, he had a hang-
up about the kowtow ritual, even implying that Macartney did kowtow
when nobody was looking.48 In the wake of Peyrefitte’s book and the
inevitable commemorations of the Macartney bicentennial, there fol-
lowed a wave of critical writings that I shall not go into here because it
would take us too far away from our subject.49 Suffice it to say that a lot
of attention has been paid to such fashionable issues as the “meaning of
ritual” and cross-cultural understanding.50 It is curious how the fuss
that was made in the nineteenth century about the kowtow as a sign of
Manchu arrogance continues to occupy the mind.

Much nonsense has been written about the supposedly humiliating
aspects of the Titsingh and Van Braam mission, not only in their own
time but also recently, although a very enlightening early article about
their undertaking was written by J. J. L. Duyvendak in 1938.51 Without
doubt the hasty trip made by Titsingh and Van Braam and their party
to Peking in the winter of 1794 was a very strenuous enterprise for the
middle-aged envoys and not at all what they had imagined an embassy
to the Chinese emperor to be like. As Titsingh wrote in his account, he
was shocked that he had to leave Canton immediately: “This news I
found very disagreeable, because of the inconveniences of cold and dis-
comfort to which one is exposed in such a severe and raw season, and
which urgently required the necessary provision, and because of the fa-
tigues of the journey which then for the greater part, the rivers being
frozen, would have to be continued overland.”52

Haste was suddenly required because the Qianlong Emperor was
so enthusiastic when he heard about the Dutch intentions in the au-
tumn. He issued a decree to the ministers of the Grand Council, writ-
ing, “This will be a splendid event!” and decided that the well-wishers
should not postpone their journey to the capital until the next spring
but should leave Canton immediately so that they could congratulate
him “one or two days prior to the twentieth day of the twelfth month,
the day on which we close the seals, in order that they, together with
the princes and dukes of Mongolia and the ambassadors from various
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countries of the outer frontier may be regaled with banquets and pres-
ents.” The emperor noted that the Dutch memorial was written under
the names of the great ministers of the East India Company, Ni Debo
(Nederburgh) and other officials, acting for their king. When some
members in his cabinet wondered whether this did not deviate from
the established regulations, the Son of Heaven remarked: “What need
is there to go so deeply into the matter? Of course, We should approve
their coming to Peking and presenting themselves at an audience in or-
der to justify their sincerity in turning toward Our civilization and ad-
miring Our justice.”53

Given all the theorizing scholars recently have engaged in, it is re-
freshing to see from this decree to what extent ritual considerations
played a predominant role. When his ministers pointed out that the
Dutch envoys were sent not directly by their “king” but by the Dutch
East India Company, the emperor did not mind at all, so long as they
behaved themselves properly. Their presence could only heighten the
festivities.

On 20 January 1795, Chinese New Year’s Day, the VOC ambassa-
dors were received, together with the ambassadors of Korea, at the
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Baohe Palace, where they were presented with wine upon having per-
formed the customary kowtows. In the days that followed, Van Braam
and Titsingh were invited to visit the imperial gardens, where they ac-
tually toasted the emperor and even went skating, to their own amuse-
ment and that of the imperial ménage. Afterward, in contrast to the
rigors of their trip to the capital, the return from Peking to Canton in
the early spring was a very pleasant affair during which they had plenty
of time to visit places of interest.

Here are two quotes from critics who were ignorant of the diplo-
matic conduct of VOC officials in Asia. The first comes from John Bar-
row, who participated in the Macartney mission. Barrow was a personal
friend of Titsingh, who would not have appreciated the way Barrow
portrayed him in his Travels in China, published in 1805. According to
Barrow, the two Dutch ambassadors “cheerfully submitted to every hu-
miliating ceremony required from them by the Chinese, who, in re-
turn, treated them in the most contemptuous and indignant manner.”54

The American missionary and China watcher Samuel Wells Williams,
the author of that celebrated work on China, The Middle Kingdom, pla-
giarized Aeneas Anderson when he wrote in 1848: “They were brought
to the capital like malefactors, treated when there like beggars, and
then sent back to Canton like mountebanks, to perform the three times
three prostration at all times and before everything their conductors
saw fit. Van Braam’s own account of his embassy is one of the most hu-
miliating records of ill-requited obsequiousness before insolent gov-
ernment lackeys which any European was ever called upon to pen.”55

Could it be that Williams became so enraged by the ritual because he
knew that Van Braam was actually an American national?

Delegated as envoys of the Dutch East India Company to congratu-
late the emperor, and not as ambassadors of a king or a czar, Van Braam
and Titsingh saw no reason to trouble themselves about kowtowing or
behaving in China as the Chinese did. They actually reaffirmed this to
the viceroy in Canton, telling him that “they were quite willing to fol-
low the customs of the country they were visiting, even more so if it
concerned the emperor whom they came to congratulate on his long
reign.”56 For Titsingh, who had twice visited the shogun in Edo, where
an audience required all kinds of ceremonial kowtowing on the tatami
of the shogunal palace, all this was much ado about nothing.

Titsingh and Van Braam lived worlds apart from the prevailing West-
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ern mindset in the nineteenth century. Witness a paper that former
U.S. president John Quincy Adams read to the Massachusetts Histori-
cal Society in 1840 in defense of the recent English intervention at
Canton. According to Adams, opium was no more the cause of the out-
break of hostilities than the throwing of the tea into Boston Harbor
had been the cause of the Revolutionary War in America. “The cause
of the war is the kowtow—the arrogant and insupportable pretensions
of China, that she will hold commercial intercourse with the rest of
mankind, not upon terms of equal reciprocity, but upon the insulting
and degrading forms of relations between lord and vassal.”57

Upon their return to Canton, the paths of Titsingh and Van Braam
parted when they heard that French troops had invaded the Nether-
lands. Rather than return home, Titsingh embarked on an English ves-
sel, taking his large collection of manuscripts and Japonalia to England,
where he remained until the Treaty of Amiens in 1803 made it possible
for him to visit his family in Amsterdam. When war broke out again he
decided to remain on the Continent, and thenceforth he summered
in Amsterdam and wintered in Paris, where he sought out the com-
panionship of fellow Orientalists, who would eventually take care of
Titsingh’s writings and publish part of them posthumously under the
title Mémoires et anecdotes sur la dynastie régnante des djogouns.58

Van Braam’s further adventures were more eventful. While in Can-
ton, he ordered a China service for the wife of the American president,
Martha Washington, and a complete suite of furniture for a new house
he was planning to build for himself in the United States. He then
leased a ship and set out for Philadelphia. En route, he called at the
Cape Colony (South Africa), where he took on board a nineteen-year-
old orphaned cousin of his estranged wife, with the promise that he
would take care of her education—although this may have been in a
more intimate way than her family members on the Cape had expected.

After his arrival in Philadelphia, Van Braam fraternized in that city
with famous French evacués like Talleyrand and Moreau de Saint-Méry.
With the help of Moreau he published a beautifully illustrated account
of his experience in China titled Voyage de l’ambassade de la Compagnie
des Indes Orientales hollandaises, vers l’empereur de la Chine, dans les années
1794 & 1795 en deux tomes (Voyage of the Embassy of the Dutch East
India Company to the Emperor of China in the Years 1794 and 1795,
in Two Volumes). He spent, and lost, a fortune on his masterpiece.
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A curious fate befell this work after its publication, on account of
which it was later grossly misinterpreted: 500 copies of the first of the
two volumes printed in Philadelphia were sent to Europe to be sold
there but were intercepted by a French privateer. This first volume was
subsequently printed in two volumes by a French publisher, who de-
clared it to be the complete narrative, before the second Philadelphia
volume had even appeared. The pirated two-volume edition published
in France in 1798 was subsequently translated into English (1798),
German (1798–1799), and Dutch (1804–1806) editions, all of which
included only the text of the first volume of Van Braam’s work, a fact
that has often been ignored. And—to keep the story brief—this cir-
cumstance may explain the bad press that the Dutch embassy has been
given by later readers.

The first volume includes a dedication to George Washington, an
avertissement (preface) by Moreau, and the text of Van Braam’s journal
up to 4 April 1795. This covers the quick winter voyage the well-wish-
ers had to make to reach the emperor in time for the festivities in Pe-
king. Reading the pirated edition—the edition we find in nearly all
American libraries, including the Houghton Library at Harvard—one
gets the impression that the Dutch simply hurried along, without see-
ing anything or staying in pleasant places. Because the account in the
pirated edition stops somewhere in the middle of China, it was gener-
ally believed that this had been such a strenuous and uninteresting trip
that the author had wisely stopped writing after he had begun his re-
turn journey to Canton.

The second volume of the original American edition was published
in 1798. It includes the remainder of the original text of Van Braam’s
journal up to September 1796, and as it turns out, the envoys enjoyed a
very comfortable and leisurely trip back to Canton, during which they
were feted wherever they went.59

During his time in Philadelphia, Van Braam also devoted much of
his attention to the construction of his “chateau en Amerique,” a colossal
mansion he called China’s Retreat, on the banks of the Delaware River.
He greatly overspent on the house, which was a marvel of conspicuous
consumption, and he had to sell it shortly after he moved in—but not
before he married his Cape bride, who was forty years his junior. Once
more thoroughly discouraged by his American misfortunes, which this
time also amounted to a loss of face, Van Braam finally decided to re-
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turn with his young wife to the Netherlands. He died there, after a few
more peregrinations through Germany, in 1801.

One final note on Van Braam: For many years he was mainly remem-
bered because of the China service he had offered to Martha Washing-
ton, plates decorated with a garland design depicting the names of the
American states in a curious orthography, and a motto that has led
many a person astray. It reads “decus et tutamen ab illo,” which
has been lamely translated as “Glory and Arms from That.” The first
three words should not offer any problem; they are actually the leg-
end incused on the British pound piece, generally translated as “Orna-
ment and Safeguard,” which is somewhat different from the quotation
“Decus et tutamen in armis” from Virgil’s Aeneid (book 5, line 262),
which means “Glory and honor in arms.” Without doubt the correct
reading of the legend on the China should be “Glory and Honor Away
from Him,” referring to the secession of the American states from the
English king’s control, showing once more the kind of joke Van Braam
liked to play on his former neighbors in Canton.60

A Meeting of the Minds

While Titsingh and Van Braam were hurrying to Peking, a memorable
meeting took place in Edo, the shogunal capital of Japan, on 1 Janu-
ary 1795. At the Shirando Academy, the famous rangakusha Otsuki
Gentaku (1757–1827), translator of the Heelkundige onderwijzingen, or
Textbook of Medicine, by Lorens Heister (1683–1758), gave a New
Year’s party in Dutch style in honor of the shipwrecked Captain Kodayu,
who had finally returned to Japan two years before. Such New Year’s
parties had been the norm on Deshima, where every year the Dutch
factory head regaled the entire corps of interpreters with Dutch food
and drink to celebrate the solar New Year. This particular meeting
of rangakusha has been immortalized by one of the participants, the
painter Ichikawa Gakuzan. Thanks to an explanatory study by Reinier
Hesselink of the many hidden meanings in this peinture à clef, it is now
known who was present at that gathering of some of the most promi-
nent Japanese students of Dutch learning and culture.61

Kodayu is depicted in the center as the guest of honor, next to the
host. On the wall we see a portrait of Dr. Heister, whose work Otsuki
Gentaku had translated. On the left we see the painter Shiba Kokan,
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whom we met early in this chapter. Shiba had actually questioned the
truth of Kodayu’s tales, but he himself was not taken very seriously by
his fellow rangakusha, who thought him lacking in profundity and, in
short, “a dilettante who thought highly of himself and went round
bragging to people.”62

The ensemble depicted in the painting includes some individuals
who had been close friends of Titsingh’s during his stay in Japan, and
some who would become friends of Hendrik Doeff, the last person I
would like to introduce.

Hendrik Doeff

In many respects a representative of a younger generation and a new
age, Hendrik Doeff (1777–1835) arrived on Deshima in 1799 to serve
as a scribe. He found the island in complete disarray. Gijsbert Hemmij,
the factory head, had died during the court journey to the shogun;
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most of Nagasaki and part of Deshima had been reduced to ashes in a
conflagration; and the American ship Eliza had foundered near the en-
trance to the bay. Finding the accounts in utter disorder and beyond his
ability to reorganize, Doeff returned to Batavia on the ship on which he
had come. The next year he and the newly appointed factory head,
Willem Wardenaar, returned to Nagasaki on the American ship the
Massachusetts. Working together in the years that followed, the two of
them were able to restore everything to order. When Wardenaar went
home in 1803, he transferred his responsibilities on Deshima to Doeff.
No Dutch VOC ships had reached the island since 1795, but every year
one or two ships from neutral nations such as Denmark, Brandenburg,
and the United States, were chartered to serve the Batavia trade with
Japan. Most of them sailed under the Stars and Stripes, but when the
Japanese shore came in sight that flag would be lowered and the Dutch
tricolor hoisted, to play according to the Japanese rules, which allowed
only ships from the Netherlands to enter Nagasaki Bay.63

Between 1797 and 1807, the year of President Jefferson’s embargo,
eleven American ships called at Deshima.64 Many of the logbooks and
cargo lists of these ships have been preserved in archives in New Eng-
land, but to my knowledge, only one eyewitness account of the time
has so far been published in full. This is the diary of William Cleve-
land, captain’s clerk on board the Massachusetts, the ship that brought
Doeff and Wardenaar to Japan in the summer of 1800.65 Kanai Madoka,
the editor of the text, added to it detailed information about the condi-
tions under which the ship acquired its cargo in Batavia and the bill of
lading.

The Massachusetts sailed from Java to Japan in thirty days—a swift
passage—and arrived at the Nagasaki roadstead on 16 July. Captain
Hutchings and his Dutch passengers moved to Deshima, but William
Cleveland had to stay on board and was allowed ashore only five times
during the ship’s four-month stay. He spent most of the time on deck,
taking care of the loading and unloading of the ship or gazing at traffic
in the bay and the city in the background, contemplating Japan and
things Japanese and noting down what others told him about the sup-
pression of the Christian religion in Japan and the curious form of gov-
ernment in the Japanese empire.

Cleveland was perplexed by the careful body search to which those
who went ashore were subjected, and supposed that Wardenaar “was
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renouncing the Christian religion” when he saw him paying his re-
spects to a Japanese official, but “was afterwards assured that it was only
a compliment” (in the Japanese manner). He was astonished to find out
that the Japanese had a very low regard for America, but was quick to
point out to them with the aid of a map how many times bigger it was
than Holland. He heard about the severe maritime prohibitions forbid-
ding the Japanese from going overseas and he even referred to Kodayu
and his shipmates (without mentioning their names), who, after their
return from Russia, “were confined and not permitted to see even their
wives and children.”

On the evening of 1 September, he witnessed an “innumerable num-
ber of lights, which appeared like Gold” on the surrounding mountains
as the townspeople set up lanterns at the burial grounds on the occa-
sion of Urabon, the Feast of the Souls. A few days later, when he
was told about “public licensed brothels” in Nagasaki and how par-
ents were selling into prostitution their three-, four-, and five-year-old
daughters for two or three dollars, he could not “but pity the misfor-
tunes of the Japan females & think with Affection of our own Country,
& of the fond sisters of America who are so necessary to our happi-
ness.”66 On 29 September, the governor of Nagasaki and a large retinue
visited a Chinese junk anchored nearby and then came aboard the Mas-
sachusetts. After the Japanese governor had been wined and dined and
shown around, Cleveland wrote, “He expressed a wish to see Peter
Guss, our Cook, who is a very large Black man, who was ordered on
deck; the Governor was pleased, probably he never saw an African be-
fore. After he had satisfied his curiosity he went into the Boat & as she
shoo’d off we gave him three cheer’s, which pleased the Japanders very
much.”67 This account was indeed an impression of Japan as seen from
the deck of a ship at anchor in a harbor, but it is probably quite repre-
sentative of the views of a discerning sailor at the time.

Of the American captains who called at Nagasaki, Hendrik Doeff
would later write, all were sincere and gentlemanly with the exception
of two, who were drunkards. How serious and well prepared the cap-
tains were for their job can be judged from the ships’ papers preserved
today. So detailed are they that it is still possible to track down various
objects listed in them in the collection of the Peabody Essex Museum
in Salem.

Isaac Titsingh himself received a visit in London from an Ameri-
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can ship captain named Henry Lelar, “a very accomplished gentleman
speaking the most important languages of Europe,” who came to ask
him for advice about the private merchandise he should carry to Japan
on his imminent voyage. Titsingh, who saw this as an opportunity to
consign some letters to his Japanese friends, gladly complied.68

I shall not go into further detail here about the Americans on Des-
hima, but I should mention several other visits by foreign nationals
to Nagasaki in which Hendrik Doeff came to play an important role.
The first was the arrival in 1804 of the Russian envoy Count Nikolai
Resanov as a follow-up to the earlier visit by Captain Laxman, who
had returned Kodayu to Japan. Resanov came to Nagasaki to formally
ask for the opening of trade relations between Japan and Russia, as had
been suggested earlier by the Japanese authorities with whom Laxman
had met. During Resanov’s one-year stay in Nagasaki, the Russian
made all kinds of trouble over ritual and etiquette, refusing to stand
up when Japanese officials came to see him or to store his hand weap-
ons as shogunal regulations required. Doeff was of some help to him,
but as he had foreseen, the Russians were denied what they sought:
the opening of trade with Japan. In G. H. von Langsdorff’s Journey
around the World, Captain Krusenstern describes his own and Resanov’s
frustrations, and here again we find Westerners agitated over a cultur-
ally attuned Dutchman—this time Doeff—who was bowing and scrap-
ing for the Japanese in the Japanese fashion.69 Donald Keene, who
apparently relishes this kind of condemnation for following local cus-
toms, quotes Krusenstern’s litany in full: “How much it is regretted
that an enlightened European nation, owing its political existence to a
love of freedom, and which has acquired celebrity by great action,
should so far debase itself from a desire of gains to attend with submis-
sion and devotion to the hateful commands of a set of slaves.”70

In his own day, Doeff earned quite a reputation as the stubborn
Dutch patriot who, with the connivance of the Japanese interpreters on
Deshima, thrice withstood attempts by the English to make themselves
master of the trade with Japan, and kept the Dutch flag flying on
Deshima when elsewhere in the world it had been lowered. In October
1808, the British warship Phaëton paid a surprise visit to Nagasaki un-
der the Dutch flag. Doeff succeeded in ushering her out of Nagasaki
Bay before the local authorities discovered she was an English warship.
In 1813 and 1814 he sabotaged two successive attempts by Thomas
Stamford Raffles, lieutenant general of the British administration on
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Java, to open up English trade with Japan. How all this happened is
told in detail in Doeff’s Recollections.71 Because of these risky exploits,
which he could carry out only with the aid of the local authorities
in Nagasaki, the “stubborn, lonesome exile on Deshima” was turned,
willy-nilly, into a nationalist icon. His heroic and romantic aura was
undoubtedly closely related to the turbulent and traumatic times in the
mother country.

The Netherlands were overrun by French troops in 1795 and subse-
quently turned into a client republic, the Batavian Republic. In 1806
the country was transformed into a kingdom, to provide Napoleon’s el-
der brother, Louis Bonaparte, with a throne, and in 1810 it was incor-
porated into the French empire, until the French yoke was cast off in
November 1813 after Napoleon’s defeat at the Battle of Leipzig. That
was not the end of the story, though, because in 1815 the survival of the
newly created kingdom of the Netherlands was challenged once more
at the Battle of Waterloo. Against this background of regime change,
the image of a lonely man living unperturbed on a far-away island,
hoisting and lowering the Dutch flag every day, must have been an
idyllic one indeed.

What concerns us here are other contributions that Doeff consciously
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made during his fifteen-year exile on Deshima. After he had thor-
oughly mastered the Japanese language, with the help of Japanese col-
laborators Doeff revised and rewrote the Dutch-Japanese dictionary,
based on the original Dutch-French dictionary of François Halma.
This great work, the Doyaku-Haruma (Halma Translated by Doeff),
was used by all rangakusha until the 1850s, when the Dutch language
gave way to English as the language for international studies. Fuku-
zawa Yukichi, who started his studies as a Dutch scholar, mentions how
as a student he used to earn pocket money by copying the Doyaku-
Haruma for wealthy patrons.

A lover of the Japanese language, Doeff also distinguished himself as
an accomplished poet in the haiku genre. Well known is the short
poem he devoted to a girl he watched cutting bean curd, on his way to
the court in Edo:

Inazuna no
kaina wo karan
kusamakura

[Lend me your arms
quick as lightning
as pillows on my journey]

And if the following haiku, which he wrote while gazing over the wide
expanse of Nagasaki Bay from the lookout post on top of his house,
gives the impression he was a lazy fellow who spent his time dreamily
waiting for ships that failed to show up, we now know that he actually
kept himself busy teaching Dutch and French to the Japanese.

Harukaze ya
amakoma hashiru
hokakebune

[A spring breeze,
to and fro they bustle
the sailboats]72

Hendrik Doeff’s exile came to an end in 1817. He bade farewell to his
female companion, Uryuno, and their nine-year-old son, Michitomi
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Yokichi, who were not allowed to leave with him, but he made sure of
their financial well-being.73 All his belongings, including an enormous
collection of Japonalia, traveled with him to Batavia, and two years
later he at long last left Java to sail home on the De Ruyter, one of the
biggest ships of the fleet. Halfway across the Indian Ocean, in the
neighborhood of the island of Diego Garcia, the ship sprang a leak and
started sinking. The crew and passengers were rescued by an American
brig, the Pickering, and Doeff had to watch helplessly as the De Ruyter
went down with all his belongings. Thus his plan to commit himself
upon his arrival in Holland to a study of Japan was dashed.
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It would be another fifteen years before this modest man would de-
cide to write his Recollections of Japan. Although he had read the denun-
ciations of Dutch behavior by Krusenstern and the bitter reproaches by
Lady Raffles in The Life and Public Service of Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles,
it was not until 1830 that he was moved to action.74 In that year, Philipp
Franz von Siebold returned to the Netherlands with an enormous col-
lection of Japanese artifacts and entered the service of the king to em-
bark on his great project, Nippon—an enterprise that would remain un-
completed after twenty years of work. Von Siebold and the storehouse
master of Deshima, J. F. van Overmeer Fischer, who also sold his col-
lection of artifacts to the king, announced with some fanfare that they
had composed a Dutch-Japanese dictionary. As soon as Doeff heard
about this, he protested vehemently, because he knew that they had
probably used the copy that he had left behind on Deshima. This
prompted him to write his Recollections, as a way to set straight all the
slights he had suffered over the years.75

Epilogue

In this volume and in my original Reischauer Lectures, my purpose was
to explore, by using three port cities as heuristic tools, how European
traders’ expansion into the maritime sphere of East and Southeast Asia
was concomitant with the spread of private traders from south China,
who swarmed out all over the China Seas, and also what impact the
great global political and industrial revolutions of the 1780s and 1790s
had on the China Seas region. I have called Batavia, Canton, and Naga-
saki “visible cities” not only because they are represented visually in
maps and drawings of the time more than any other cities in Asia, but
also because they laid bare the regional impact of global developments.
But were these three cities simply variations on the same theme, like
the “invisible cities” in Marco Polo’s tales to the Great Khan in Italo
Calvino’s novel?

Each of these old-world emporiums represented a deliberate effort
by the political economy it served to gain a firm grip on international
trade; witness the continuous development of checks and balances de-
signed to manage the shifts in maritime traffic over the years. Batavia,
designed as a rendezvous to serve the seaborne empire of the VOC in
Monsoon Asia, had a complicated corpus of tariffs and regulations and
met its self-inflicted demise when trade on the periphery of that empire
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turned in other directions (although it was, at least temporarily, bailed
out by the arrival of the Americans). In Nagasaki, the bakufu almost
stifled overseas trade as it held on to Japan’s autarkic policies, but the
door was left ajar for the purpose of gathering information about the
outside world. There, too, the American traders arrived like a gallant
knight on a white horse.

Only in Canton did the sky seem the limit in terms of trade, even
though the character of the Western presence in the region was chang-
ing. While company monopolies were giving way to the private enter-
prise of country traders and the newly arrived Americans, the Canton
system itself—in which the Hong merchants operated by proxy for
the imperial administration to contain the Western traders (another
complicated system of checks and balances)—remained basically intact.
This system eased negotiations in the marketplace but not the imbal-
ance of trade, and certainly not the political issues that were at stake. It
must have been clear to all participants, as the situation along the
China Coast quickly deteriorated, that the opium-for-tea trade would
not last forever, but short-term profits overshadowed any kind of rea-
soning among those involved in the extremely lucrative business. The
Bostonians told themselves it remained, indeed, “a fair, honorable, and
legitimate trade.”

There can be no doubt that the effects of global change were wrench-
ing for the trade of the South China Sea. The seascape that had been
for so long an inner sea, self-contained in terms of trade, became in-
creasingly connected to the rapidly expanding global economy. Al-
though all European participants in the Far Eastern trade, with the ex-
ception of the British, had to withdraw from the market during the
1790s owing to the war with the French, they were quickly replaced by
Americans. Even while Europe was at war, global trade continued to
expand.

It briefly looked as though the Europeans’ loss was the Americans’
gain. Dutch consul Pieter van Berckel’s fear that the Americans would
start sending large numbers of ships to the Orient was confirmed, and
his prediction that they might turn into rivals in trade was fulfilled.
But ironically the American traders were a blessing in disguise. When
Dutch ships could no longer reach Batavia, Canton, and Nagasaki as a
result of the Napoleonic Wars, in rode the Yankees on their white-
sailed vessels to bail out the Dutch trading settlements in Asia that
were stuck with large quantities of goods they could not ship out. Then
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the Americans had to withdraw when Thomas Jefferson imposed his
infamous Embargo Act in 1807. The British made several vain at-
tempts to take advantage of this situation—and even threatened to
occupy Macao—until the Chinese forced them to withdraw.

One wonders how the United States’ scramble for the Asian trade
would have developed without Jefferson’s American version of Napo-
leon’s Continental System. It is simply impossible to render any kind of
judgment in terms of winners and losers in the year 1807–08. History
does not even show a “draw” that year among the parties involved—it
was basically a time-out. One thing is crystal clear, however: the old re-
gime among Western traders in Asia had come to an end.

Lately it has been fashionable among students of Southeast Asian
history—and I would like to stress the history of mainland Southeast
Asia—to argue that the period between 1750 and 1780 represented a
kind of crisis out of which a new and modern order was born. Anthony
Reid and Victor Lieberman even speak of “the last stand of Asian au-
tonomy.”76 I am not so sure we can say the same of the situation in the
maritime sphere, where everything was in flux and very much out of
control.77 It is true that the governments of China and Japan made a
stand for tradition, but neither formulated a coherent response to the
challenges of modernity.

It is certainly difficult to discern any new order in Southeast Asian
waters, where interlopers, country traders, pirates, and smugglers threw
into question all prior power relations without really replacing them. It
is probably safe to say that we cannot speak of the birth of a new era in
maritime trade until a new type of port city emerged on the rim of the
South China Sea that would serve the particular needs and demands of
the Chinese trading network in the area. Thomas Stamford Raffles’s
brilliant decision to articulate the changing global trade with the ex-
panding overseas Chinese economy by establishing a new kind of em-
porium, the free port of Singapore, was the first step in that new direc-
tion. And when from 1842 Hong Kong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Kobe,
and all the other treaty ports followed, a new situation in international
trade indeed emerged. Canton and Nagasaki, the exclusive emporiums
of old, were no longer controlled by the central governments of China
and Japan. How that came about is a completely different and complex
story, and for those who really want to know, I have only one recom-
mendation: read John King Fairbank!78
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